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This section of the journal comprises two core sets of reports linked to work in 2010: on 
finds and analyses relating to the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS); and on site-specific 
discoveries and reports in medieval Britain and Ireland, with a selection of highlighted 
projects. The Society is most grateful to all contributors (of field units, museums, univer-
sities, developers, specialist groups and individuals) who have provided reports on finds, 
excavations, field-surveys, and building analyses and group activities for 2010. We thank 
contributors for conforming to the house style; we can advise on content, but are unable 
to abstract from interim reports. Note that in certain cases the National Grid Reference 
has been omitted to protect sites. Please notify the compilers if this information is to be 
withheld. For MB&I, see below for the format and content of the Fieldwork Highlights 
section, and for contact details of the compilers. The Specialist Groups Reports now 
appear in the Society’s Newsletter rather than in the journal.

PORTABLE ANTIQUITIES SCHEME1

The Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) is a voluntary scheme to record archaeological 
finds made by members of the public. Many of the finds come from archaeological sites 
which have been damaged or eroded, usually by agriculture, leaving the objects as the 
only evidence of past activity; other objects are of interest in their own right. At the end 
of 2010, the PAS database contained 16,054 records of finds of early medieval date 
(c 410–c 1066) and 87,398 records of finds of high- and late-medieval date (c 1066–
c 1500). A small proportion of these are subject to the Treasure Act 1996 which gives the 
Crown (in practice, museums) the right to acquire them; in 2010, there were 859 Treasure 
cases, of which 84 were of early medieval date and 198 were of high or later medieval 
date.

In 2010, a full 223,224 finds of all periods were recorded,2 of which 15,661 were 
medieval. There were a total of 2,669 pre-Conquest finds and 12,992 of post-Conquest 

1 Editors’ contacts: J Naylor: Heberden Coin Room, Ashmolean Museum, Beaumont Street, Oxford OX1 2PH, 
UK; john.naylor@ashmus.ox.ac.uk. H Geake, Department of Archaeology, University of Cambridge, Downing Street, 
Cambridge CB2 3DZ, UK; hg260@cam.ac.uk.

2 Within 139,613 database records. This is a large increase on previous years and is, in part, due to the revamped 
database which has aided the inputting of new material, making it much easier and faster. However, included 
within this are over 52,000 Roman coins from the Frome hoard and over 38,000 Iron-Age coins imported from 
the Celtic Coin Index. 
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date. Coinage accounted for 4,370 of these, 378 of pre-Conquest date, and 3,992 post-
Conquest coins.3

A significant change in 2010 was the launch of the new PAS website and database.4 
This includes many new and expanded features: the database includes modified search 
facilities for faster and easier searching, fully zoomable images and the facility to map all 
searches online. All finds reported via the Treasure Act 1996 are also now included on 
the database with full PAS and Treasure Annual Reports (PTAR) all freely available to 
download.5 Alongside this, the website now features dedicated guides for various coinage 
and artefact groups, as well as a range of research and conference papers by both PAS 
staff and the wider academic community. Full details of all finds recorded by PAS can be 
found on the Scheme’s website. (J Naylor)

geoff egan (1951–2010)
It is with great sadness that we must report the untimely and sudden death of our friend 
and colleague Geoff Egan in December 2010.6 Geoff had worked with PAS as the 
National Finds Advisor for Medieval and Post-Medieval Objects since 2004, much of 
which while employed by the Museum of London, although he had moved to the British 
Museum full-time in July 2010 where he combined his PAS duties with a new role of 
coordinator for all post-Roman finds reported under the Treasure Act 1996. Geoff will be 
well known to many members of the Society, was both a previous co-editor of this round-
up and regular contributor, and also edited the PAS round-up for Post-Medieval Archaeology. 
Indeed, he had intended to contribute two notes for this year. One of the giants of his 
field, Geoff’s contributions to medieval and post-medieval archaeology were enormous, 
and his absence will be sorely felt.7 Anyone who knew Geoff will have been touched by 
his kindness and humour, and one could rarely leave any meeting with him without 
having been enriched in one way or another. He will be greatly missed. (J Naylor)

focus on coinage in 20108

Early medieval

The recording of early medieval coinage continued apace in 2010, and PAS now holds 
a corpus of approaching 2,350 coins of this period including hoard material, with 378 
added in 2010.9 As in other years, these finds add significant new data and some dis-
coveries are important individual additions to the corpus. Arguably the most important 
early find of 2010 was a hoard of silver sceattas dating from the late 7th to early 8th 
centuries recovered in northern Norfolk.10 This so far comprises a total of 43 coins, all 
belonging to the earliest phase of their production, dating from c ad 680–710, including 

3 A full breakdown of this numismatic data can be found in Allen et al (forthcoming 2011).
4 <www.finds.org.uk>
5 These can be downloaded from <finds.org.uk/treasure/reports/2008>. The Annual Report for 2008 was 

published on 25 May 2011 and includes detailed statistical analysis of the finds recorded (pp 24–33). However, 
following the Government’s recent Comprehensive Spending Review and the constraints placed upon budgets 
following this, Annual Reports for 2009 onwards will not be produced, although summary reports, especially of 
Treasure, will be made available online.

6 For full obituaries, please see The Guardian, 9 February 2011, and Society of Medieval Archaeology Newsletter 45 
(Spring 2011), pp 12–13.

7 Geoff produced numerous publications. His monographs, many of which are considered significant contri-
butions are: Egan and Pritchard 1991; Egan et al 1994; Egan 2005; Forsyth and Egan 2005; Griffiths et al 2007; 
and Egan and Bayley 2010.

8 I must express my thanks and appreciation to all of the Finds Liaison Officers (FLOs) and other specialists 
whose hard work recording and identifying the large numbers of medieval coins is bringing such interesting and 
important material to light.

9 Access date: 14 March 2011.
10 NMS-6DA535; Treasure case: 2010 T234. The findspot of the hoard is currently known publicly as ‘North 

Norfolk’ as it is expected that more coins from the hoard may be found this year and there is the fear of illegal 
nighthawking taking place if the full location details were released at this stage.
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both English and Frisian issues. The hoard was probably concealed c ad 715. No con-
tainer is known and the coins had been scattered over an area of c 30 × 30 m through 
plough action. Hoards of sceattas of any size are uncommon, and so this Norfolk hoard 
has the potential to enhance our understanding of how these coins circulated and were 
deposited. 

There were 96 single finds of sceattas recorded by PAS in 2010, including 13 added 
to the known corpus from the ‘South Lincolnshire productive site’, taking the total number 
of Anglo-Saxon items recorded from the location by PAS to 118, of which 83 are coins.11 
The site is well known to numismatists with its high numbers of 7th-century gold trem-
isses and subsequent sceattas, but the relative dearth of other material probably indicates 
a seasonal market place. A total of 246 items of all periods has now been recorded from 
the site.

Alongside these important finds, single coins from Gloucestershire and Staffordshire 
(Fig 1b) and the first sceat found in Wales provide more information on the circulation of 
early coinage on the western fringes of their distribution (see below).12 Also from the west 
is the first Byzantine semissis (Fig 1a) to be documented in Britain.13 This gold coin of 
Justin II (565–78), minted in Sicily, was found on land between Bath and Bristol; it may 
be related to the trade to Britain from the Mediterranean and Western Gaul and denotes 
a rare 6th-century coin presence.14 

Finds of middle and late Anglo-Saxon coinage (c 760–973) in 2010 have included 
a number of interesting and important examples, with 16 broad flan pennies and 70 
Northumbrian stycas recorded by PAS. Our knowledge of the coinage of Offa of Mercia 
(757–96) is greatly expanded with the publication of two major numismatic works, supple-
mented with four new finds, two of which are previously unpublished types (Fig 1c), 
illustrating how the range and diversity of early coinage continues to grow.15 This year 
also saw the recording of seven Viking coins,16 all from sites firmly within the area known 
as Danelaw during this period. Viking coins are rare finds, and this small corpus illustrates 
much of the range of types produced from the later 9th and early 10th centuries — 
initially copies of Wessex pennies of Alfred and Edward the Elder,17 followed by more 
confident issues (Fig 1d and 1e) promoting new religious and political Anglo-Scandinavian 
identities.18

Finally, 66 finds of late 10th- and 11th-century Anglo-Saxon coins were reported, 
taking the total recorded on the PAS database to more than 500 coins of this date.19 Many 
of these are standard issues, but some others have clarified the extent of the distributions 
of coinage, including the first stray find of Edward the Confessor (1042–66) from Shrop-
shire (Fig 1f), and a penny of Harold I (1035–40) from Wales.20 These include two more 
modified as coin brooches of Edward the Confessor illustrating the symbolic nature that 
coins can convey.21

11 Of the 118 early medieval finds, 18 have been recorded in 2011 (access date: 24 May 2011). Coins recorded 
in 2010 were: LIN-816D46, LIN-818035, LIN-81A255, LIN-BB9977, LIN-BBD2E2, LIN-BBF1F3, 
LIN-BBFDD0, LIN-BC0EC6, LIN-BC2691, LIN-BC3258, LIN-BC3B44, LIN-63A683, LIN-63C6E2 and 
LIN-424414. Seventy-two coins have also been recorded by the Corpus of Early Medieval Coin Finds (EMC; 
<www.fitzwilliam.cam.ac.uk/coins/emc>), some of which may duplicate PAS records. See also Daubney 2007.

12 GLO-C47306, NARC-373CD2 and HESH-33C368.
13 GLO-A8A3F5.
14 Moorhead 2009; Williams 2010, 52–5.
15 Chick 2010; Naismith 2010. New types reported to PAS are IOW-C8BD83 and SUSS-42DD45, both of which 

will be published in Naismith and Naylor forthcoming 2012. 
16 2010 records are: SWYOR-08C9B6, SF-DC3EA7, YORYM-1B6E14, YORYM-1BB122, LIN-110040, 

FAKL-167C47 and LIN-D5CBE1. 
17 SWYOR-08C9B6 and YORYM-1BB122.
18 SF-DC3EA7, YORYM-1B6E14, LIN-110040, FAKL-167C47 and LIN-D5CBE1. The interpretation of 

these issues is discussed in Gooch 2011.
19 As of 26 May 2011.
20 Shropshire: NARC-B54AA3, one of less than six PAS-recorded late Anglo-Saxon coins from the county. 

None are listed on EMC. Wales: NMGW-F8F1F4, one of six late Anglo-Saxon coins from Wales recorded on 
PAS, and 21 are listed in EMC.

21 DENO-8F4358 and SF-75C3E7; Williams 2001. 
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High and late medieval

The recording of post-Conquest coinage (1066–1509) continues to provide the bulk of new 
records each year, with 3,992 recorded in 2010; PAS now holds over 28,000 single finds.22 
Norman/Plantagenet and contemporary Scottish coins tend to only be found in relatively 
small numbers compared to subsequent issues, with 106 recorded in 2010. Given the 
current cessation of the PTAR, one find not included within last year’s report should be 
mentioned. In late 2009, a small hoard of four pennies of William I (1066–87) was found 
in Gloucestershire entirely composed of the ‘two sceptres’ type minted at Gloucester 
(Fig 2a) — a type previously unknown from the city.23 Valuably, this adds continuity to 

22 Access date: 15 June 2010. This period runs from the reigns of William I to Henry VII (1066–1509).
23 GLO-3B0C42 (Treasure case: 2009 T537).

fig 1
Early medieval coins

(a) GLO-A8A3F5 — semissis of Justin II. (b) NARC-373CD2 — Anglo-Saxon sceat. (c) IOW-C8BD85 — 
penny of Offa. (d) YORYM-1B6E14 — Viking penny of Cunetti type. (e) FAKL-167C47 — St Peter 
of York Viking penny. (f) NARC-B54AA3 — penny of Edward the Confessor. Scale 1:1. Photographs: 

(a) K Adams, (b, f) Tom Brindle, (c) Frank Basford, (d) L Andrews-Wilson, (e) K Leahy.
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fig 2
High- and late-medieval coins

(a) GLO-3B0C42 — penny of William I. (b) DUR-7D8726 — histamenon of Michael VII. 
(c) NARC-0F89E5 — quarter noble of Henry IV. (d) CPAT-DEF5B0 — groat of Edward IV. 

(e) HAMP-FEE0E5 — angel of Henry VII. (f) SWYOR-1DFAD6 — brooch made utilising a German 
pfennig. (g) SWYOR-3E69E0 — brooch made utilising a French gros tournois. (h) NCL-126566 — annular 

brooch made utilising a farthing-sized coin. Scale 1:1. Photographs: (a) K Adams, (b) F McIntosh, (c) J Naylor, 
(d) R Trevaskus, (e) R Henry, (f, g) A Downes, (h) R Collins.
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the Gloucester mint in William’s reign, which has previously appeared to be intermit-
tently open. Contemporary with these, but from the other end of England, is the find of 
a pierced gold histamenon of the Byzantine emperor Michael VII (1071–78; Fig 2b).24 
English finds of Byzantine coins are not common and this is the first recorded gold issue 
on PAS of this date, but it is not without precedent and there is a small contemporary 
corpus.25

The great expansion in minting after ad 1180 provides the vast bulk of coins 
reported every year and 2010 was no different, with nearly 3,500 coins recorded across 
England and Wales. Among these are some important new finds. The most significant of 
these is a new type of gold quarter noble issued under Henry IV (1399–1413) from the 
London mint (Fig 2c).26 Other interesting finds include a rare groat of Edward IV (first 
reign, 1461–70) (Fig 2d) from the Coventry mint which was only in operation for six 
months in 1465 — this only the second recorded by PAS;27 and a gold angel of Henry 
VII (1485–1509), the first recorded on PAS (Fig 2e).28 Such high-value gold coins are 
relatively rare as single finds and clearly did not circulate in high numbers, nor within the 
general currency. 

The importance of circulating foreign coinage was again evident with around 400 
new finds recorded in 2010, mostly commonly issues from Scotland (126 finds), Ireland 
(61 finds), Venice (59 finds) and the Low Countries (52 finds), illustrating the variation 
within the English currency pool and the extensive networks the British Isles was involved 
in throughout the medieval period.

More evidence for the non-economic use of coinage in late medieval England is also 
emerging. The most visible of these are coins modified for use as some form of jewellery, 
with five adapted as badges or brooches with attachments added to one side, generally the 
obverse, so that the reverse (often a cross) can be displayed, no doubt for religious reasons 
(Figs 2f–h).29 The earliest of these is a pfennig probably of Friedrich I, Archbishop of 
Cologne (1100–31), which belongs to the later phase of a late 11th-century to early 12th-
century tradition, to which the two examples of Edward the Confessor described above 
also belong.30 The modification of this coin is interesting as the image exhibited is not the 
usual cross, but the façade of a cathedral. The other four all belong to a late 13th-
century group of modified coins. Two utilise larger denominations (groat and half-groat 
size), as is most typical, in this case a gros Tournois of Philip V of France (1268–1314) 
and a demi-gros of Margaret of Constantinople, Countess of Hainaut (1244–80).31 The 
other two are the rarer conversions of coins into annular brooches with the removal of 
the central part of the coin, one from a farthing-sized coin showing that it was not only 
the typical large denominations which were used.32 In addition, over 200 recorded coins 
were listed as being bent or folded, a proportion of which are likely the result of deliberate 
action and may relate to vows of pilgrimage, the folding connected to promises to the 
saint.33 (J Naylor)

24 DUR-7D8726 (Treasure case: 2010 T298).
25 See Naylor 2010 for discussion of copper issues and BH-E11856 (Treasure case: 2007 T287) for a modified 

Byzantine silver miliaresion.
26 NARC-0F89E5, new variety of quarter noble for the Heavy Coinage (1399–1412) with obverse showing shield 

3 (containing three lis, two above and one below) and a lis above.
27 CPAT-DEF5B0, found near Oswestry (Shropshire).
28 HAMP-FEE0E5, found in the Andover area (Hampshire). A second gold coin was found at the site recently 

(HAMP-31E154) and it is possible that these were deposited together (Treasure case: 2011 T142). Another angel 
has been recorded in 2011 from Warwickshire (NMGW-D01B40).

29 Cook 2008.
30 SWYOR-1DFAD6 (Treasure case: 2010 T535).
31 SWYOR-3E69E0; LIN-1E3E92 (Treasure case: 2010 T405).
32 NCL-126566 (Treasure case: 2010 T466). The other coin-derived annular brooch is poorly preserved but 

appears to be approximately groat-sized (NMS-638D45; Treasure case: 2010 T777).
33 The figure of ‘over 200’ is simply the number of coins described as ‘bent’ (182) or ‘folded’ (32). See Kelleher 

2010.
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focus on non-numismatic finds in 2010
Early medieval

The strengths of the PAS’s early medieval records continue to be from two main areas: 
finds from plough-damaged early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries, and finds from accidental 
losses.

The most easily identifiable finds from cemeteries are clusters of dress accessories. 
These have continued to be recovered during 2010 from sites in most counties where 
furnished burial is common, extending as far as northern Northumberland, showing the 
widespread agricultural destruction of this important archaeological resource. Clusters 
which include some heat-damaged metalwork, probably indicative of cremation burials, 
derive from near Bridlington (East Yorkshire), Yaxley (Suffolk), and sites in Cambridgeshire 
and northern Northumberland.

Notable likely accidental losses include many items of horse harness, including at 
least seven early Anglo-Saxon examples; from the 6th century, a pendant (ESS-D57A57) 
and rectangular mount (BUC-F6FE23; Fig 3a); and from the 7th century, two axe-shaped 
mounts (LIN-D365D2 (Fig 3c) and DENO-28C1C3) and three circular mounts (KENT-
A2C112, SF-9CA772/ SF-9CB641 and BH-5D35E5; Fig 3e). While two harness mounts 
of 8th- or 9th-century Irish manufacture were also recorded in 2010 (BERK-14F381 and 
NCL-D66725; Fig 3b), the decoration of middle Anglo-Saxon horse-harness is in general 
still mysterious.

The number of harness fittings massively increases in the 11th century, with nearly 
60 bridle fittings and harness links and over 100 stirrup fittings recorded in 2010. Rarer 
examples comprise two items with Urnes-style terminals and attachment ends turned 
at right angles, from Effingham (Surrey; SUR-D38E82) and Ripple (Worcestershire; 
WAW-8C9ED4); these may be harness pendants or strap-ends.34

Two finds from 2010, both humble in appearance, had well-formed runic 
inscriptions. A lead spindle-whorl from Saltfleetby (Lincolnshire; LIN-D92A22) has 
Scandinavian-style runes which include the names of two Norse gods, Odin and Heim-
dallr. We are indebted to John Hines for reading this inscription and for adding 
his thoughts on its meaning to the database record. A piece of otherwise undistinguished 
copper-alloy sheet from Billesley (Warwickshire; WAW-4CA072) has been cut at both 
ends through a beautifully engraved inscription of seriffed runes on the front (Fig 3d). The 
four surviving runes read ‘a d m o’. On the reverse are three scratched runes which 
appear to read ‘r l d’. We are indebted to Barry Ager for this reading, and to the several 
runologists whose interpretations of the inscription appear on the database record. 

PAS records are continuing to extend and develop our knowledge of the regional 
and national distribution of specific finds categories. The weights found in 2010 are all 
Viking-period and have a distinct concentration in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. Two 
lead weights encased in openwork copper-alloy frames (LANCUM-683C84 and HAMP-
EEBC91; Fig 3g) can be compared with two, both residual in later contexts, from 
Winchester (Hampshire).35 Two iron weights completely cased in copper alloy were found 
close to each other in Aby-with-Greenfield (Lincolnshire; LIN-721902 and LIN-1454F1), 
as were two lead weights with glass rather than the more normal copper-alloy insets from 
Malton (North Yorkshire; DUR-8BB722 and DUR-8BCD07). The reason for the loss in 
pairs is so far unclear. From nearby in Malton (North Yorkshire) comes LVPL-9E25E4, 
which can be compared to another from Piercebridge (County Durham; DUR-E573C1). 
Both have decorated upper surfaces and look very like the common lead/copper-alloy 
weights, but are made entirely of copper alloy and appear to have been made in one 
piece. 

The numbers of items apparently imported from the Carolingian empire continued 
to rise during 2010. Top-quality gilded silver Carolingian-style mounts and strap-ends 
were reported in small numbers, but these are increasingly joined by humbler and 

34 Thomas 2004, type B6.
35 Biddle 1990, 918–19; nos 3192 and 3195.
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fig 3
Early medieval objects

(a) BUC-F6FE23 — horse-harness mount. (b) NCL-D66725 — horse-harness mount. (c) LIN-D365D2 — 
horse-harness mount. (d) WAW-4CA072 — runic inscription. (e) SF-9CB641 (smaller part) and SF-9CA772 

(larger part) — mount, probably from horse-harness. (f) NMS-369EB4 — pottery stamp. (g) HAMP-EEBC91 
— lead and copper-alloy weight. Scale 1:1. Photographs and drawings: (a) D Williams, (b) R Collins, (c) A Daubney, 

(d) A Bolton, (e) D Wreathall, (f) J Gibbons, (g) R Webley.
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less well-made copper-alloy items such as a silvered copper-alloy brooch from Holbeach 
(Lincolnshire; LIN-7867E8), and two fragments of gilded copper alloy with Carolingian-
style relief decoration from Kirk Smeaton (North Yorkshire; SWYOR-97C8B4 and 
SWYOR-C8C172), these probably from two different objects. 

Other finds, presumably also accidental losses, shed light in unexpected quarters. 
A copper-alloy rod from Foulsham (Norfolk), with a cross deeply filed in one end (NMS-
369EB4; Fig 3f), is probably a pot stamp used in the decoration of 5th- and 6th-century 
Anglo-Saxon pottery. A conical copper-alloy mount from Frolesworth (Leicestershire; 
LEIC-B5B737) seems likely, by comparison with a similar silver mount found in 2003 
(LIN-DA87D8), to be the terminal from an 8th-century drinking horn. A drinking horn 
also appears to be shown on an A-bracteate, which was an isolated find from Melton 
(Leicestershire; LEIC-EDD980).

High and late medieval

The high- and late-medieval finds from the PAS database in 2010 continue to be the 
usual mix of rubbish disposal and accidental losses. The Scheme’s distinctive combination 
is again in the latter, with very many lost items being objects that rarely make their way 
into the discarded rubbish of conventional archaeological deposits. In total, 292 seal 
matrices were recorded in 2010; a little over half were made from copper alloy, a little 
under half of lead or lead alloy, and 12 of silver. They include official and personal seals, 
and belonged to both men and women. The total of 2,761 seal matrices on the database 
at the end of 2010, mainly of 13th- and 14th-century date, testifies to the high level of 
participation in a literate medieval culture. A silver matrix from Marlborough (Wiltshire; 
WILT-090CD8) has the unusual juxtaposition of a Roman intaglio, identified by Martin 
Henig as being two cattle under a tree and dating to c AD 100, and the inscription 
+ AVE MARIA GRACIA PLENA. The quarter of a poorly made lead matrix from the Isle 
of Wight (IOW-2F39E3) has clearly been deliberately cut, presumably to prevent its 
unauthorised use. 

Also of sigillographic interest is the discovery at Washingborough (Lincolnshire) 
of the first mould for matrices so far recorded on the PAS’s database (LVPL-35AD66; 
Fig 4a). It consists of one part of a three-part mould and is made from brass, and would 
have cast a blank conical matrix, later to be engraved with a central motif and surround-
ing inscription. An example of a blank conical matrix (LON-37E577) was found in Fulham 
(Greater London) in 2010.

A horse-harness pendant from Broughton (North Lincolnshire; SWYOR-F1C1C8) 
has decoration strongly reminiscent of a seal matrix, with a central motif of a mermaid 
and an encircling inscription. It joins a small but disparate group of such pendants (includ-
ing SWYOR-2AE652, NMS-F4ABB6 and SUSS-FEC614). All of the inscriptions are hard 
to read, but others from Norfolk have religious mottoes of the kind well known from seal 
matrices, such as IE SVI CHRISTVS AMI and AVE MARIA GRACIA PLE.36

Personal religious accessories offer another small window into the medieval world. 
Forty-one pilgrims’ badges have been recorded in 2010. Two late-medieval copper-alloy 
examples can be singled out: from the Isle of Wight comes a St Barbara (IOW-B00471), 
a popular saint whose copper-alloy badges are relatively common, with nine other 
examples on the PAS database; from Pavenham (Bedfordshire; BH-589BA2), a badge 
depicts a saint shot by arrows, perhaps St Edmund or St Sebastian. This joins four others, 
from Melbourn (Cambridgeshire; BH-CB9BB7), Quidenham (Norfolk; NMS906), and 
two older finds, one from near Hailes Abbey (Gloucestershire) and one excavated from 
Tabard Street in London.37 Their similarity suggests that all may be from the same mould. 
Both the St Barbara badges and the St Edmund/St Sebastian badges probably date from 
the half-century around 1500.38 

36 Ashley 2002, 35, 43; nos 24, 35 and 36; figs 8 and 9.
37 Robinson 1989.
38 Robinson 1989, 66; Spencer 1998, 182.
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fig 4
High- and late-medieval objects

(a) LVPL-35AD66 — mould for producing seal matrices. (b) BERK-5036C2 — ‘forker’ arrowhead. 
(c) HESH-0E0167 — silver mount. (d) BUC-C113E6 — silver mount. (e) LON-043B88 — Tau cross badge. 

(f) DEV-4EAD04 — Tau cross pendant. Scale 1:1. Photographs and drawings: (a) S White, (b) A Byard, 
(c) P Reavill, (d) R Tyrrell, (e) F Winkley, (f) D Wootton.
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The lead-alloy badges include LON-043B88 (Fig 4e), in the shape of a Tau cross, 
popular in the 15th century as an apotropaic device.39 This can be compared to 
DEV-4EAD04 (Fig 4f), a gilded copper-alloy reliquary pendant set with glass ‘gems’, also 
in the shape of a Tau cross. 

Material more likely to have been discarded includes unfinished castings. Two 
strap-slides (SWYOR-76F578) and an oval buckle (SWYOR-76E7F8), both of the late 
14th century, were found near York at Fulford (North Yorkshire). The strap-slides are still 
fused together and the buckle retains a casting sprue. Further evidence for craftsmanship 
was found on the reverse of two silver mounts, from Princes Risborough (Buckingham-
shire; BUC-C113E6; Fig 4d) and from Dilwyn (Herefordshire; HESH-0E0167; Fig 4c), 
both of which had the curving ridges which result from using cuttlefish bone as a mould 
material. 

Interesting variants of well-known object types include a strap-end with cast front-
plate and sheet back-plate from Horncastle (Lincolnshire; DENO-90C974). This has been 
finished not just with the usual animal or human head but with a long narrow scoop, 
perhaps an ear-scoop, beyond the head.40 A copper-alloy finger-ring from Wonston 
(Hampshire; HAMP-3FCEB2) has a press-moulded glass gem in the form of a human 
head. Press-moulded glass is very rare in medieval England, with the only parallel known 
so far being a scorpion shown on another cheap-looking 13th- to 14th-century finger-ring 
from London.41 

Other individual new finds worthy of note include a pair of gilded copper-alloy 
end-plates from a late-medieval knife from the Thames foreshore in central London 
(LON-040088), decorated with an engraving of a hunting dog on one side, and a woman 
working at an unidentified two-wheeled device, perhaps a lathe, on the other; and a V-
shaped ‘forker’ arrowhead from Cornbury and Wychwood (Oxfordshire; BERK-5036C2; 
Fig 4b). It has been suggested that these were used to cut ships’ rigging in naval battles, 
but Jessop argues instead that a use in hunting birds is more likely42 — a view perhaps 
supported by the findspot, in an area of royal forest and private hunting estates. 

A collection from over 30 years’ metal-detecting in Sussex has produced a silver 
mount from a 15th-century mazer (SUSS-038624) and a remarkable (though probably 
post-medieval) copper-alloy prosthetic nose (SUSS-05BC17). The 363 records of non-
metal high- or late-medieval finds include a stone cresset lamp from Willington (County 
Durham; DUR-9DFB21), a roof finial from the Thames foreshore (LON-BE7786), and 
what appears to be a dump of kiln waste from Warnham (West Sussex; SUSS-0127E7). 
(H Geake)

research reports
An Anglo-Saxon burial from West Hanney, Oxfordshire

In the late summer of 2009 the Weekend Wanderers Metal Detecting Club held a rally 
on land in the parish of West Hanney (Oxfordshire), c 4.5 km north of Wantage. On the 
second day, one of the detectorists, Chris Bayston, unearthed a 7th-century copper-alloy 
Anglo-Saxon composite disc brooch (Fig 5), inlaid with garnets and gold filigree panels.43 
Buried at a depth of c 0.28 m, Mr Bayston also observed what he believed to be bone, 
and notified the organisers and relevant authorities. Over the next week a team of 
local archaeologists excavated the inhumation of a woman, estimated to be in her mid-
twenties.44 The skeleton was in a supine position with S–N orientation, but had suffered 
plough-damage around the left side of the upper body and skull. The damage had also 
affected the brooch which had been resting on the left shoulder, over the collar bone. 

39 Spencer 1998, 177.
40 Egan and Pritchard 1991, no 614; Griffiths et al 2007, nos 1544–5.
41 Egan and Pritchard 1991, no 1618.
42 Jessop 1997, 4.
43 BERK-545C74.
44 Paula Levic, pers comm. This team included the author, Paula Levic and Juan Moreno (both independent 

archaeologists).
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During the excavations, a small number of other grave goods was found with the inhuma-
tion: located on the outside of the right lower leg were two small, handmade and 
undecorated pottery vessels and an iron knife blade, broken into two fragments and 
positioned beside the knee; placed between the knees were two shards of blue glass and a 
chalk spindle whorl.

The discovery of the brooch adds to a small corpus of known composite disc 
brooches, taking the total to 20, and is the most westerly example yet found.45 The West 
Hanney brooch has four outer circular bosses and one larger central boss, all of a white 
material (possibly shell) surmounted with a small garnet (where surviving) and decorated 
with silver wire. Around the central boss are two circumferential tiers of cloisonné inlaid 
with garnets, surrounded by panels of gold filigree ornament separated by triangular 

45 Helena Hamerow, pers comm; Avent 1975; Scull 2009.

fig 5
The composite disc brooch from West Hanney, Oxfordshire. Scale 1:1. Photograph: I Cartwright. 

© Institute of Archaeology, University of Oxford.
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panels inlaid with cloisonné garnets. The outermost ring of decoration, probably cloi-
sonné garnets, is missing, as is the most of the outer rim of the brooch. Several small 
copper-alloy components of the brooch, including fragments of the outer rim, were 
recovered from samples taken during excavation. 

A magnetometer survey of an area 60 × 60 m centred on the grave was undertaken, 
but there was insufficient magnetic contrast to display the cut of the excavated grave 
effectively, and unsurprisingly no indication of other graves could be found. Various later 
prehistoric or Romano-British field boundaries were identified, however, as well as a 
rectangular enclosure to the south-east of the grave, but there were no features that could 
be associated with it or any other burials. Nonetheless, the results obtained do not neces-
sarily preclude the existence of further graves nearby.46 A controlled metal-detector survey 
was carried out in this area, but the signals did not correspond with features identified in 
the geophysical survey and they were not investigated any further. 

This chance find and the subsequent excavation and survey have yielded the first 
evidence for early Anglo-Saxon funerary activity in the West Hanney area. The nature of 
the brooch is commensurate with the idea that the deceased individual was of relatively 
high status. Composite disc brooches have been found in graves at nearby Abingdon and 
Milton, and it is possible that there is some relationship between these graves and the one 
at West Hanney, although the closest parallel for the West Hanney brooch is from Milton 
in Kent.47 The excavation and finds will be published in full in due course. Oxfordshire 
Museums hope to purchase the brooch and fundraising efforts both for this and for 
conservation are currently underway. (A Byard)48

Staffordshire Hoard symposium

Following the discovery of the Staffordshire Hoard in the parish of Hammerwich in July 
2009, a Symposium was held by the PAS at the British Museum in March 2010. A full 
120 scholars from across Europe attended, heard 27 papers and contributed much useful 
discussion. The PAS is very grateful to those archaeologists, historians and place-name 
scholars who took the time to prepare papers, and to all those who shared their ideas on 
this spectacular and remarkable find. Summaries and illustrated transcriptions of many of 
the papers have been compiled on the PAS website at <finds.org.uk/staffshoardsymposium> 
and more will hopefully be added (and some updated) in the future. In advance of 
the detailed publication of the Hoard, this website will offer the thoughts of leading 
researchers both on what we know so far and on what can be learnt from the assemblage 
and its context. (H Geake)

The circulation of sceattas in western England and Wales

The minting of small silver coins, known as sceattas, from the last quarter of the 7th 
century, heralded the beginnings of the first substantial coin use around the North Sea 
since the 5th century.49 These circulated widely, and our understanding of their evolution 
and use has benefited greatly from the reporting of metal-detected finds.50 However, 

46 Levic 2009.
47 Avent 1975, nos 182 and 183, displayed in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and Victoria & Albert Museum, 

London, respectively.
48 FLO Oxfordshire and West Berkshire, Museum Resource Centre, Standlake, Witney, Oxon OX29 7QG, 

UK; anni.byard@oxfordshire.gov.uk. I am grateful to Helena Hamerow (University of Oxford), Helen Geake 
(PAS/University of Cambridge) and Paul Booth (Oxford Archaeology) for their advice and expertise on the 
burial and artefacts; to Paula Levic and her team for organising and conducting the geophysical survey; and to 
Juan Moreno for help and support in the field. I also thank the PAS for their kind contribution towards costs.

49 Prior to the introduction of the sceattas, gold coin (Merovingian tremisses and Anglo-Saxon thrymsas) 
circulated, although never reaching the numbers seen for the sceattas which followed. See Williams 2005 and 
Naylor forthcoming 2011.

50 The effect of the reporting of metal-detected finds on the size of the corpus can be seen from a comparison of 
the number used by Metcalf (1984, 27) at ‘several hundred’ to just under 3,000 used by Naylor forthcoming 
2011.
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the nature of this circulation at the fringes of their distribution has received little consid-
eration.51 This is due in part to the much lower levels of data, but also there is a research 
focus towards the role of coinage in the economic systems of the North Sea littoral 
resulting in a dearth of work on the nature of coin use further west.

The number of sceattas now known from Wales and the western Midlands of 
England is still very modest in comparison to eastern areas, at 41 finds, but is high enough 
for some speculative comments to be made (Tab 1).52 A quarter of the finds were 
recorded by PAS, including all of the finds reported in the westernmost areas (Wales, 
Shropshire and Herefordshire) illustrating the impact of PAS on finds reporting.53 
Although the coins are distributed broadly across the region, the bulk of the finds are in 
the eastern areas of the study area, namely Gloucestershire and Worcestershire. The 
southernmost finds are from low-lying regions within 5 km of the Severn estuary. Parts 
of the eastern area have been assessed previously in relation to the ‘productive site’ at 
Bidford-on-Avon (Warkwickshire).54 Here it was interpreted as being linked to the salt 
trade centred on the brine springs at Droitwich (Worcestershire) for which Bidford can be 
plausibly argued as a major trans-shipment point, with additional finds on the Roman 
roads and at junctions, locations where non-local materials have also been found in small 
amounts.55 

The finds can be broadly divided into two groups based on their date of issue: 
the Primary Phase (c ad 680–710) and the Secondary Phase (c ad 710–50) (Fig 6a).56 
This shows that 51% (21 finds) are of Primary Phase date, with 44% (18) belonging to 
the Secondary Phase. Fifteen are continental types (9 Primary, 4 Secondary) which is 
not unexpected as these foreign sceattas make up a substantial proportion of the general 
British assemblage. However, the general chronological division is most unexpected and 
much more heavily weighted towards the Primary Phase than the results obtained for 
England and Wales as a whole (Fig 6b).57 Although a small corpus, the figures require 
some consideration and interpretation. Why would the circulation of sceattas in western 
areas show a major contraction at exactly the moment that a large-scale expansion is seen 
further east? The pattern seen across this region is in fact mirrored at Bidford-on-Avon 
with a marked decrease in the loss of Secondary Phase sceattas.58 As mentioned above, 
this site has been convincingly associated with the trade in Droitwich salt, one of the 
region’s most important industries, with the atypical coin loss patterns at Bidford inter-
preted as being related to serious flooding at the brine springs in the 8th century as shown 
by the excavations at Upwich.59 The presence of more Primary Phase than Secondary 
Phase sceattas on routes around Bidford was also noted.60 The fact that this pattern is 
replicated across the western Midlands would suggest that coin loss in the area did decline 
in step with flooding at Droitwich.

So, was the presence of coins in these westerly regions primarily related to the trade 
in salt from Droitwich to the east rather than representing the incipient monetisation of 

51 Metcalf 1976; Metcalf 2003; Naylor and Richards 2010.
52 The counties of Cheshire, Staffordshire, Shropshire, Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Gloucestershire and 

South Gloucestershire, plus Wales make up the study area for this note. 
53 The bulk of finds (26) have been recorded with EMC, although 12 of these were entered on their database 

from publication produced prior to the establishment of the EMC in 1997. Other finds were recorded by the UK 
Detector Finds Database (2 finds, <www.ukdfd.co.uk>), and shown in Twinn (2010, 19). These latter finds were 
identified by the author.

54 Naylor and Richards 2010.
55 Maddicott 2005, 46–8; Naylor and Richards 2010, 199.
56 Continental sceattas from the Netherlands and Denmark are generally placed into a grouping known as the 

Continental Intermediate phase which spans the Primary and Secondary Phases and beyond (Metcalf 1993/4; 
Feveile 2008). However, most are able to be placed within the Primary or Secondary Phase for the purposes of 
analysis.

57 Naylor forthcoming 2011.
58 Naylor and Richards 2010, figs 5a and b.
59 Maddicott 2005; Hurst and Hemingway 1997, 27–8.
60 Naylor and Richards 2010, 194–5.
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table 1

Reference Type Findspot (parish)

Primary phase
EMC 1998.0119 Series A2 (type 2a) Pershore (Worcs)
HESH-33C368 Series A2 (type 2a) Churchstoke (Powys)
EMC 1993.9096 Series A3 Compton (Staffs)
EMC 2011.0070 Series Bx-BI mule Ampney Crucis (Glos)
EMC 2011.0071 Series BI Ampney Crucis (Glos)
EMC 2003.0104 Series BI Ludlow (Shrops)
HESH-C595B2 Series BI Leighton and Eaton Constantine 

(Shrops)
GLO-9BD812 Series BII Dymock (Glos)
NARC-373CD2 Series C (Metcalf R1) Barton under Needwood (Staffs)
EMC 2001.0053 Series C (Metcalf R2) Lichfield (Staffs)
WAW-1922C3 Soroaldo type Honeybourne (Worcs)
EMC 2002.0002 Soroaldo type Lichfield (Staffs)

Primary phase (continental)
GLO-C47306 Series D (type 2c) North Gloucestershire
HESH-F54465 Series D (type 2c) Kingstone (Herefords)
EMC 1997.0053 Series D (type 2c) Tutbury (Staffs)
Twinn 2010 Series D (uncertain subtype) Berkeley Castle (S Glos)
EMC 2004.0034 Series E (var. G1) Worleston (Ches)
HESH-110A96 Series E (var. G3) Worfield (Shrops)
UKDFD 534 Series E (var. G3) Worcester, near (Worcs)
EMC 1017.0065 Series E (var. G4) Worcester (Worcs)
HESH-5B1DB2 Series E (var. G) Eyton (Herefords)

Secondary phase
EMC 1988.0122 Series G Cirencester (Glos)
EMC 2004.0208 Series G Ripple (Worcs)
EMC 2001.0052 Series G Eccleshall (Staffs)
EMC 1990.0185 Series J (type 37) imitation Worcester (Worcs)
EMC 1998.2086 Series J (type 72) Northleach (Glos)
UKDFD 29630 Series H (type 49) Tetbury, near (Glos)
EMC 1996.0103 Series K (type 32a) between Tewkesbury and 

Gloucester (Glos)
EMC 2000.0179 Series K (type 32a) Cirencester, near (Glos)
EMC 1977.0002 Series L (type 12) Badsey (Worcs)
EMC 1984.1001 Series L (type 15a) Alvechurch (Worcs)
EMC 1977.0015 Series L (type 18) Chedworth (Glos)
EMC 1993.9332 Series L (type 18) Sedgeberrow (Worcs)
EMC 1977. 8243 Series L (type 23e) Temple Guiting (Glos)
EMC 2008.0063 Series O (type 38) Gloucester, Glos

Secondary phase (continental)
Twinn 2010 Series E (Secondary) Berkeley Castle (S Glos)
HESH-B37EA8 Series E (Secondary variety) Leominster area (Herefords)
EMC 1993.9234 Series E (Secondary variety) Compton (Staffs)
EMC 1990.0177 Series E (Secondary variety) Twyford, near Evesham (Worcs)

Uncertain phase (continental)
EMC 2001.1249 Series E (uncertain subtype) Winchcombe (Glos)
EMC 2005.0199 Series E (uncertain subtype) Thornbury (S Glos)
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the area? Without salt, coin perhaps became of little use and either no longer reached the 
region in any quantity or else did not remain as coined silver for long. Furthermore, could 
the finds from South Gloucestershire indicate that some of the salt reached these com-
munities along the Severn as well as the likely major routes to the Thames and London? 
Thus these few finds from the west, while only a tiny proportion of the overall total, still 
have a useful place in our interpretation giving a glimpse of how coin was used at the 
fringes of its distribution and shedding light on the differences in the economic systems 
prevalent in western and eastern Britain. (J Naylor)

Some medieval gaping-mouth beast buckles from Norfolk and elsewhere

Among the enormous number of medieval copper-alloy buckles that have been recorded 
in recent years, few stand out as being exotic or deviant.61 One small group of excep-
tional pieces, however, comprises examples with integral frames and hollow animal heads, 
perhaps lions, through which a strap would have passed, and which acted as either as a 
form of plate (Type 1) or as an outside edge (Type 2).62 No example of the group has been 
found in the archaeological literature, and it is absent from one very large selection of 
illustrated buckles.63 Sadly, the only printed image to have been noted is of an unpro-
venanced, apparently Type 1 buckle in a work emanating from the antiquities trade.64 
Whether these objects served some specialist function is unknown, but their strangeness 
suggests that they may well have done. This note draws attention both to buckles that 
have been entered onto the PAS database and to some Norfolk examples recorded over 
more than 20 years that have not.

61 A search for medieval buckles on the PAS database carried out on 19 November 2010 (using object type: 
buckle and broad period: medieval) retrieved 10,932 examples. To examine a sample of illustrated buckles, an 
image label search was then carried out (using the same terms). This retrieved 4,281 photographs of medieval 
buckles. This discrepancy is the result of image labels not having been recorded and edited to the same standard 
as the records themselves; despite this, an image label search remains a useful and quick way of examining 
a sample of records. These numbers are liable to change in detail in the future as records and image labels are 
edited and improved by the PAS.

62 Nomenclature for buckle parts follows Egan and Pritchard 1991, 50–6.
63 Whitehead 2003.
64 Murawski 2003, 454, M12-0125, described as a strap-end of ‘unusual style’.

fig 6
Charts showing proportions of sceattas by phase

(a) Finds from western England and Wales. (b) All finds from England and Wales. Drawings: J Naylor.
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Type 1
In Type 1 buckles, the strap enters the mouth of the animal and is looped back on the 
underside, the end being fixed by rivets or stitching. The iron pin pivots in an aperture 
in the base of the head and its end rests on a straight outside edge of the trapezoidal frame. 
The free end of the strap, once pierced by the pin, would have been fed through the 
animal head to emerge from the mouth. Five examples have been recorded on the Norfolk 
Historic Environment Record (HER), of which three are illustrated here (Figs 7, 8a–b).65 
Another buckle, from North Leicestershire, recorded on the PAS database (DENO-
F09717), retains a glass pellet in one eye, as does that from Geldeston (NMS-438193; 
Fig 8a). The deep-set eye sockets of three of the others, from Ludham (Fig 7), a very 
similar and complete find from Narford and a fragment from Carleton Rode, must have 
been similarly inlaid. Strap widths are in the narrow range of 9 to 10 mm. Two incomplete 
pieces on the PAS database, from Barmby Moor, East Yorkshire (LVPL-F96264) and 
Melton, Leicestershire (LEIC-385BD8) are probably of Type 1. 

In 1988, the Ludham buckle, the first to be recorded, was dated by Sue Margeson 
to the 12th century on stylistic grounds, the animal head being of decidedly Romanesque 
appearance and not unlike those appearing on many small items of metalwork as well as 
architectural stone sculpture and manuscript illuminations.66 Margeson’s dating has been 
maintained in Norfolk.

fig 7
Buckle from Ludham, Norfolk. Scale 1:1. 

Drawing by S White. © Historic Environment Service, Norfolk County Council.

65 The five were found in the parishes of Carleton Rode (HER 34589), Geldeston (HER 52777), Lingwood and 
Burlingham (HER 37309), Ludham (HER 24864), and Narford (HER 29797).

66 Eg Zarnecki et al 1984, cat nos 250–4; Ashley 2006, fig 1.5; Zarnecki 1953, pls 46, 54 and 55; Wormald 1945, 
pls VIII and IX.
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Type 2
Type 2 buckles functioned in a conventional manner: the strap was either looped over the 
bar frame or was riveted to a plate attached to the bar. The pin, looped around the bar, 
rested on the top of the animal head, where sometimes there is a moulded notch; the free 
end of the strap would have entered the mouth before being pierced by the pin. Straps 
were generally wider than in Type 1. The PAS database contains eight examples, from 

fig 8
Buckles from Norfolk

(a) Geldeston, (b) Lingwood and Burlingham, (c) Woodton and (d) Grimston. Scale 1:1. 
Drawings: J Gibbons. © Historic Environment Service, Norfolk County Council.
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Essex (ESS-407791), the Isle of Wight (IOW-574833), Saxton, North Yorkshire (SWYOR-
B57064), East Drayton, Nottinghamshire (NLM-DD2AD4) and four from Norfolk, 
Foulden (SF-E1A115), Grimston (Fig 8d, NMS-4A6DC4), Upwell (NMS-544143) and 
Woodton (Fig 8c, NMS-83DDC0).67 The form and treatment of the animal heads are not 
unlike those of Type 1, although one other Norfolk buckle, found at Oxborough (not 
illustrated),68 is much more slender and plain. This is the sole Type 2 buckle to retain 
a pin. It is of copper alloy. The Grimston buckle is the only one to have retained a plate, 
a simple folded sheet with a pin hole, frame recesses and two rivets. Of the five recorded 
complete frames, those from Grimston and Woodton have a straight bar while the 
bars of the remainder (from Foulden, Oxborough and Essex) are offset. As the offset 
bar becomes the norm in the 13th century, it is probable that some Type 2 buckles may 
post-date ad 1200.

Conclusion
It is hoped that these quirky and amusing objects will go a little way towards augmenting 
the corpus of 12th-century dress accessories in Britain, a tiny assemblage in contrast with 
both the late Anglo-Saxon period and the 13th century.69 However, with such a small 
total of examples, little can be said about distribution patterns, although it can be noted 
that in Norfolk the provenances of the two types are distributed very differently: four of 
the five Type 1 buckles were found in the eastern half of the county, while four of the five 
Type 2 examples came from the western half. (A Rogerson70 and S Ashley71)
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ENGLAND

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

AN URBAN HOSPITAL CEMETERY AND ADJACENT OCCUPATION

Craig Cessford and Alison Dickens (Cambridge Archaeological Unit)

10. cambridge, old divinity school (TL 4484/2874). Since 2005, the Cambridge 
Archaeological Unit has conducted a series of archaeological interventions on behalf of St 
John’s College, Cambridge, within a medieval street block situated directly opposite the 
College’s entrance.1 Topographically, this block is bounded by Bridge Street, St John’s 
Street and All Saint’s Passage. Notably, 2011 marks the quincentenary of the foundation 
of St John’s College; this institution itself represents the re-foundation of the earlier 
Hospital of St John the Evangelist, which was originally established c 1195. The recent 
investigations have included the excavation of a major portion of a cemetery associated 
with this hospital, as well as earlier and later remains.

Before the hospital

Following on from a period of Roman occupation, the area appears to have been given 
over to agricultural use. Middle Anglo-Saxon and Danelaw-period occupation in Cam-
bridge was primarily focussed across the river, in the Castle Hill area, where a 7th- to 
9th-century execution cemetery has recently been excavated.2 Occupation only returned 
to the investigated site in the mid- to late 10th century, after the conquest of the area by 
Wessex in 917. At this time, Cambridge appears to have been flourishing: a mint was 
established in the 970s, and documentary evidence indicates that the settlement was classed 
as a town for trading purposes by the 980s. At the present site, one of the earliest 
archaeological events associated with this period was a prone and flexed inhumation, 
orientated on an E–W alignment, set into a half-filled gravel quarry pit. The street block 
rapidly became densely occupied, and a large number of pits, plus some building remains 
and a possible well, have been identified. By the early to mid-11th century the street block 
was defined as a discrete entity and subdivided into a considerable number of narrow 
rectangular ‘urban-style’ tenement plots. It formed part of a thriving mercantile area and 
was incorporated into Cambridge’s Jewry following the arrival of a Jewish community in 
c 1135–44.

The cemetery of the Hospital of St John the Evangelist

In c 1195, the Hospital of St John the Evangelist was founded on the opposite side of the 
street. This was initially described a ‘poor shack’, situated upon waste ground. Although 
located close to the centre of the town — an atypical situation for a hospital — archaeo-
logical investigations conducted in the early 1990s revealed that the rear portion of its site 
was subject to seasonal flooding until being deliberately drained during the 12th century. 
Effectively the hospital was initially founded in a marginal area, although within half a 
century at most it would have been indistinguishable from the nearby urban core. It rap-
idly obtained burial rights (c 1200–10), and by 1250 had acquired four properties situated 
within the investigated street block, converting the bulk of these — with the exception of 
their frontages, which remained in domestic occupation — into a cemetery. By this time 
at the latest the hospital followed the Rule of St Augustine. This burial ground was thus 
heavily constrained by its location in a densely occupied urban street block; additionally, 
its physical separation from the main hospital site means that it can reasonably confi-
dently be interpreted as a purely lay cemetery, as clergy and others directly related to the 
hospital — as well as major benefactors — are likely to have been buried in and around 
the chapel.

1 Covered in grey reports by Cessford 2006; 2009; in prep; Hall and Dickens 2005; Newman 2008.
2 Cessford 2007.
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The area that was utilised as a cemetery was first cleared of all earlier features. 
A nearby well, the shaft of which contained a near-complete Lyveden Ware jug, appears 
to have been backfilled at this time, indicating that the process of conversion may have 
had an impact beyond the cemetery’s immediate physical boundaries. Fortuitously, the 
clearance and effective sealing of the cemetery area in c 1200–50 created some well-
preserved and dated assemblages of the first half of the 13th century — a period previ-
ously difficult to isolate archeologically in Cambridge. Within the cemetery itself, although 
heavily truncated in places by later activity, the in-situ remains of over 390 complete or 
partial skeletons were identified (Fig 1). These represent approximately a third of the 
original burial ‘population’, which will have consisted of between 1,000 and 1,500 indi-
viduals. The burials were typically W–E aligned extended inhumations, arranged in rows, 
and largely interred without shrouds or coffins in unlined graves. Stratigraphic evidence 
indicates that the entire cemetery area was filled with burials around six times over 
300 years. While it would thus appear that an average of three to five people were buried 
each year, implying that it took around 50 years to fill the cemetery in each instance, this 
process is likely to have been much more rapid during the first half of the cemetery’s 
existence. Between c 1200 and 1350, the hospital was a wealthy and flourishing institution 
and Cambridge’s population grew markedly. In the later period, however — c 1350–1511 
— burial likely slowed, since after the Great Mortality there was a massive decline in 
the local population. Additionally, this time sees a growing preference for burial in 
parish churchyards, and it is clear that the Hospital of St John went into decline during 
the 15th century.

fig 1
Old Divinity School: view of part of the cemetery of the Hospital of St John the Evangelist with rows of 

latest burials and gravel path visible, facing west. Photograph © Cambridge Archaeological Unit.
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One of the most notable aspects of the cemetery was the existence of a network of 
long-lived gravel paths (Fig 2), which formed a circuit running immediately inside the 
cemetery’s perimeter, and also bisected the centre of the site from east to west. Although 
the paths post-dated the earliest phase of burials, they endured for several centuries and 
in places a sequence of up to eleven separate surfaces was present. The paths were care-
fully created and laboriously constructed, and were subsequently well-maintained. They 
were also extremely stable, with their locations and alignments only varying minutely over 
time, showing that the cemetery was carefully maintained. The paths also provide an 
invaluable aid in phasing the sequence of interments. Although the vast majority of the 
burials were typical of the period, a number of ‘deviant’ examples were identified: one 
double burial was present, for example, and four individuals were interred on an E–W 
alignment. With regard to the latter, it has previously been argued that such interments 
may represent the mistaken orientation of a body obscured beneath a shroud; in this 
particular instance, however, such burials show spatial clustering in the SE corner of the 
cemetery. In addition, there were two N–S aligned burials, one of which largely truncated 
the other (Fig 3). These burials ran directly across one of the gravel paths, indicating that 
they represent some form of deliberate ‘closure’ or ‘blocking’ activity whereby one of the 
routeways through the cemetery was decommissioned.

Evidence for clothing and grave goods is rarer than at most hospital cemeteries, 
probably because this area was a purely lay cemetery with no clerics present. One indi-
vidual was interred with a high-quality, but broken, carved jet crucifix pendant, while a 
second had a copper-alloy brooch with a decorated open annular frame located on their 

fig 2
Old Divinity School: gravel path in the cemetery, 

facing west, which has truncated two earlier burials 
and is contemporary with the third burial. 

Photograph © Cambridge Archaeological Unit.

fig 3
Old Divinity School: N–S aligned burial 
truncating an earlier W–E aligned burial, 

facing west. 
Photograph © Cambridge Archaeological Unit.
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right upper torso (Fig 4). A simple copper-alloy cross pendant was also found with a care-
fully arranged group of charnel, but it is impossible to tell whether this was an original 
grave good or one added subsequently during the reinterment of the charnel. 

Outside the cemetery’s bounds (defined by a relatively insubstantial ditch), domestic 
and commercial activity continued contemporaneously in the other properties of the street 
block. Sequences of intensive activity represented by densely intercutting pits and surfaces 
located in the rear yards areas were identified, along with a small number of ancillary 
buildings. A significant find from a 15th-century context in the street block comprised part 
of a finely carved late 13th–early 14th-century anthropomorphic worked bone knife 
handle (Fig 5). This relatively rare item, which is most closely paralleled by a find from 
Perth,3 depicts a probably female figure wearing a large headscarf or hood held in place 
by a decorative headband; to either side of her head, stylised ears of corn are present. 
Immediately outside the street block, a hoard of predominantly gold jewellery and silver 
coins was deposited in c 1247–79. Five surviving gold rings from this hoard — originally 
found during the early 19th century — were recently rediscovered.4 It is possible that the 
non-recovery of these items was connected to the expulsion of the Jews from Cambridge 
in 1275. 

Immediately to the south of the hospital cemetery, and a short distance to the north 
of the parish cemetery of All Saint’s in the Jewry, a series of four substantial timber-lined 
pits were dug in the 14th century for some unidentified light industrial purpose. These 
contained significant amounts of charnel, with at least 26 skulls present. Earlier observa-
tions made in this area in 1879 had recorded the presence of ‘scattered and fragmentary’ 
human bones in a deep ditch.5 Potentially the reference relates to these pits, as three 
of them were arranged in a row and might easily have been mistaken for a ditch. 

fig 4
Old Divinity School: grave goods from the cemetery of the Hospital of St John the Evangelist: jet crucifix 

pendant, copper-alloy brooch with decorated open annular frame and copper-alloy cross pendant. Photographs 
© Cambridge Archaeological Unit.

3 Hall 2001.
4 Cessford and Newman in prep.
5 Hughes 1898, 378.
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fig 5
Old Divinity School: anthropomorphic worked bone knife handle from a domestic plot immediately adjacent 

to the cemetery. Photograph © Cambridge Archaeological Unit.

fig 6
Old Divinity School: pit 
containing the remains of four 
individuals from a domestic plot 
immediately adjacent to the 
cemetery, facing west. Photograph 
© Cambridge Archaeological Unit.

Significantly, within the fourth pit four articulated skeletons were present (Fig 6). These 
individuals — apparently deposited in a single, hurried episode, with the result that they 
lay in both prone and supine positions and on a mixture of alignments — were inserted 
into the feature once it had already been partially backfilled. Elsewhere at the site, during 
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the 15th century a metalworking workshop was established immediately north of the 
cemetery. This continued in use into the 16th century, and at least three phases of activ-
ity were identified. Small-scale specialist blacksmithing activities were being undertaken, 
with indications of fairly high-temperature smithing procedures.

After the hospital

Burial was still taking place in the hospital cemetery during the late 15th century, but by 
the early 16th century the institution had allegedly ‘been wasted and spoiled and reduced 
to poverty’ by bad administration; it was ‘left desolate’, causing grave offence and scandal. 
As a result, in 1511 it was re-founded as St John’s College, at which time burial presum-
ably ceased. The cemetery was then deliberately sealed by a series of dumped deposits, 
some of which included large quantities of slag derived from the adjacent workshop. 
By 1525 the area of the cemetery had been absorbed into the adjacent properties along 
the street frontage, and appears utilised as a series of open garden areas with associated 
metalled yards. By the 1560s, the area had been redeveloped as a single property — 
known as the Pentionary — which the College used for a variety of ancillary functions. 
Knowledge of the earlier presence of the hospital cemetery must have survived for a 
considerable period, since, although some features were dug through the earlier skeletons, 
in general activities that would have disturbed human remains were avoided. As late as 
c 1700 Thomas Baker (1656–1740), an antiquary and member of St John’s College, was 
aware of documentary evidence of the location of the cemetery and that ‘the many skulls 
and bones dug up under the neighbouring houses sufficiently evince that a cemetery has 
been there’.6 By the 19th century, however, knowledge of the cemetery’s location had 
apparently been lost. Around half the burials were truncated during the construction of a 
building in the 1870s, with the disarticulated remains subsequently reinterred within the 
structure’s foundations. Its existence was then rediscovered through documentary research 
in the late 20th century.7

Investigations are ongoing and several areas remain to be excavated in 2011. 
Following this work, full-scale analysis of the cemetery will be undertaken, which will 
provide one of the largest and best sequenced groups from a medieval British hospital. 
This will be especially significant given the hospital’s relatively atypical urban location and 
the opportunity this offers to consider both the living and the dead from the medieval 
street block in conjunction. 

NORTHUMBERLAND

A 9TH-CENTURY INDUSTRIAL AREA AT BAMBURGH CASTLE

Graeme Young (Project Director, Bamburgh Research Project) and John Castling 
(Department of Archaeology University of Durham)

163. bamburgh castle (NU 180 349). Bamburgh has long been known as an important 
high-status central place. Prominent elements of a Norman castle survive to the present 
day, but it is from textual evidence that that we know its greater importance in the 
early-medieval period. The Venerable Bede in his Ecclesiastical History makes mention of 
Bamburgh as a principal royal site of the Northumbrian kings, noting the presence, from 
the mid-7th century, of a Basilica dedicated to St Peter in which the preserved arm of 
St Oswald was displayed.8 Further reference to structures here are made in an annal of 
ad 774, when, together with the church, a well, dug from the highest part of the citadel, 
and a stepped entrance ascending the site within a cleft in the rock, are mentioned.9 It is 

6 Mayor 1869, 43.
7 Rubin 1987; Underwood 2008.
8 Trans Colgrave and Mynors 1969, 169.
9 Trans Stevenson 1987, 37.
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clear from the description that the church and the well lie within the Inner Ward at the 
top of the hill, and that the entrance, St Oswald’s Gate, is located within the West Ward, 
at the NW corner and lowest part of the castle rock.10 

Interest in the archaeological potential of the site led to the establishment of the 
Bamburgh Research Project (BRP) in 1996. The main focus of the excavations under-
taken by the BRP within the castle is in the West Ward, the lower and most northerly of 
the two wards or baileys of the medieval castle, still preserved in the layout of the site 
today. Trenches 1 and 2 are located in the N extent of the ward to investigate the 
defences of the fortress and the stratigraphy associated with St Oswald’s Gate. Trench 3 
lies in the central-west part of the ward between the 20th-century building housing the 
Armstrong Museum in the south, and a 19th-century windmill, standing on a rock prom-
ontory, further to the north-west. This trench was sited to locate the open-area excavation 
known to have been undertaken by the late Dr Brian Hope-Taylor, who investigated 
Bamburgh between 1959 and 1961, and again between 1970 and 1974.11 His excavation 
was suspended incomplete at the end of 1974 and no report had been completed at the 
time of his death in 2001. It is our intention that Trench 3, set parallel to Hope-Taylor’s 
excavation, will help clarify his work, the records for which survive somewhat partially, 
and will enable the two sites to be published together. 

The topography of the site broadly reflects the form of the underlying dolerite 
bedrock. Hope-Taylor sited his excavation within the West Ward in a low-lying area 
between two prominent outcrops of bedrock. It must have been clear to him from the lie 
of the ground and the results of the trial-trenching effort in the 1960s, one of which 
(Trial Trench 1) reached the bedrock in this area, that a deep series of archaeological 
layers had infilled a wide natural depression.12

Trench 3 

The present note is intended as an update on the progress of the BRP Trench 3 excava-
tion. The trench was started in 2002 and progressed through a series of deep midden 
layers deposited in the later medieval period (Fig 7). These layers proved to be finds-rich 
and will represent an excellent source of information on the cultural material and diet 
of the castle inhabitants. Beneath the midden layers a series of linear stone alignments 
are currently interpreted as the rubble foundations for timber buildings, of 11th- to 
12th-century date, associated with further midden material. 

The styca hoard

Northumbrian styca coins have been episodically discovered singly and in small groups 
throughout the medieval layers; however, towards the end of the 2009 season, the find 
rate of stycas increased substantially in the S part of Trench 3, culminating in the discov-
ery of a small hoard in the last week of excavation. The coins were embedded within a 
very dark organic-like material with a fibrous component that was thought to represent a 
packaging material. Classification of the group as a hoard by the Portable Antiquities 
Scheme led to their initial conservation by the British Museum following x-ray by the 
conservation laboratory of Durham University. Forty-eight individual coins or fused groups 
were present, representing a total of 77 coins. Initial identification by the British Museum 
indicate that the majority of the coins are of Ethelred II, dated to c 840–44 and c 844–48 
(by documentation), though two coins of Archbishop Wigmund of York, c 837–54? 
(by documentation) were present, together with one possible Osberht issue, c 848–67.13 
Final conservation at Durham University, to allow the coins to be placed on display in 

10 Ibid.
11 <www.antiquity.ac.uk/projgall/youngg318/>
12 Hope-Taylor 1960, 11.
13 Williams 2010, 1.
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fig 7
Bamburgh Castle: location of the excavation within the West Ward. Location of Fig 10 is shown as the 

‘2010 excavation area’. Drawing by G Young. © Bamburgh Research Project. 

Bamburgh Castle’s small museum, revealed the presence of traces of carbonised textile 
(Fig 8) on two of the coins and the noted fibrous material was identified as grass, sedge or 
rush (Fig 9). Such evidence would suggest that the coins had indeed been packaged, 
wrapped in cloth that was further enclosed in, or placed upon, woven matting or a 
basket.14 

Metalworking area?

The layers surrounding the styca hoard comprised a series of interleaving lenses of ash and 
silt with a substantial charcoal content. Although aceramic, these layers contained frequent 
animal bone fragments together with a noticeably greater concentration of metalwork 
finds than seen elsewhere within the trench. The metalwork was varied with copper alloy, 
iron, and even two rare finds of small pieces of decorated gold. The variety of metal 
together with the concentration of mostly copper styca coins, suggests that this part of the 
trench was used for metalworking processes, perhaps recycling. The possibility of metal-
working activity was investigated via a crude random sampling strategy, to identify the 
presence of hammerscale, by passing spoil over a powerful magnet, while the trench was 
being trowel-cleaned. This produced sufficient indication of the presence of hammerscale 

14 Jones and O’Brien 2011, 3.
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to warrant further analysis and a more systematic sampling strategy was then adopted 
involving the sub-sampling of a small volume of deposit from each 200 sq mm grid 
within a planning frame over the whole of the trench as it is planned. As with the rest of 
the trench, the SE corner contains a significant number of small to medium-sized sand-
stone fragments. Identifying the presence of deliberate alignments from the background 
of such a stone scatter has not proved to be an easy task; however, in 2010 a series of 
linear stone groups was identified as being indicative of edges, intermittently, defining a 
structure on a NW–SE alignment (Figs 10–11).

Careful investigation has revealed the presence of apparent slots extending adjacent 
to the alignments, indicative of structural elements associated with a timber building. The 
structure is 2.6 m SW–NE and more than 4 m NW–SE as it extends beyond the S site 
limit. If the proposed internal partition were to divide the building into two equal halves, 
then the structure would be c 6 m long. The extent of the burnt areas was mostly con-
tained within the putative structure, though with some elements extending to its west. In 
some instances the lenses of ash and burnt material respected the ‘edge’ of the structure. 
The distribution of ash also helped to reveal an entrance, revealed by the ‘spilling out’ 
of burnt material through a gap in the stone alignment that formed the SW wall. Two 
possible opposing entrances were present as gaps to the immediate south-east of the NW 
wall and a further gap in the internal partition wall, associated with a concave area 
assumed to be a wear pattern, could denote an internal doorway. However, some discon-
tinuities in the wall lines could represent merely absences of surviving evidence for a more 
continuous wall. On the immediate north-west of the structure and on the same align-
ment, a linear spread of pebbles set in a silt layer, 1.2 m wide and extending for 3.7 m, 
has been interpreted as a path, defined intermittently on both sides by stones. The path 
extends to the central part of the trench beyond which it could not be traced due to the 
presence of numerous pits, yet to be properly investigated. 

fig 8
Bamburgh Castle: styca showing carbonised 

textile, after conservation. 
Photograph © J Jones, Conservation Services, 

Dept of Archaeology, Durham University.

fig 9
Bamburgh Castle: styca showing carbonised plant material 
preserved on the surface of the coin, before conservation. 
Photograph © J Jones, Conservation Services, Dept of Archaeology, 

Durham University.
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Provisional analysis of soil sub-samples (by Dr David Sim)

A small sub-sample of six 200 sq mm grid samples was processed in order to demonstrate 
that hammerscale was indeed present in sufficient quantities to warrant further processing. 
Both hammerscale and small spheres were found to be present, the spheres indicative 
of high-temperature forging (fire-welding) having taken place. However, the limited quan-
tities of spheres and their relative small size would suggest that such high-temperature 
forging was not being undertaken in the immediate vicinity or that the volume of human 
traffic had broken the spheres into small fragments that resemble flakes.15 Further detailed 
examination with a high-magnification microscope of a large number of spheres will be 
necessary to provide clearer answers and further work is planned.

The significance of an early medieval building

If the present interpretation is correct, then a somewhat ephemeral timber structure of 
modest size is present within the southern part of the excavation area. Its association with 
a variety of metal finds, together with layers of ash and burnt material, might indicate that 

15 Sim 2011, 1.

fig 10
Bamburgh Castle: plan of the 2010 excavation area showing the building, centre, with the path or 

passageway to its north-east. Drawing by G Young. © Bamburgh Research Project.
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the building played some role in metalworking activity in this part of the West Ward. The 
finds assemblage, including the styca coins, recommend a mid-9th-century ad date for such 
activity. The absence of ground-penetrating cuts of any depth would indicate a sill-beam 
or ground-surface construction technique for the structure. Excavation of the Flixborough 
site in Lincolnshire reveals that both ground-fast and sill-beam construction techniques 
were in use in the 9th century and the choice of construction technique may have been 
driven by appropriateness to the function of the structure.16 The presence of gaps within 
the lines of the traced walls may signify a building that contained gapped, semi-open, 
sides — something that could be associated with an industrial, metalworking, function, 
where control of light and the movement of air would be advantageous. However, this 
interpretation remains tentative until further, more detailed analysis is undertaken, as it is 
also potentially a result of the ephemeral nature of the archaeological evidence itself. 

Conclusions

The presence of what appears to be an area of metalworking activity within the 
West Ward of the fortress is not surprising. The West Ward represents the lower-lying 
part of the defended area of the fortress, and is therefore arguably a suitable place for a 
culturally important but generally noxious and dirty activity, lying as it does within the 
controlled and defended perimeter, but just far enough from the focus of royal power 
— within the Inner Ward at the summit of the hill — to avoid too much direct exposure. 
Evidence for industrial processes and their associated structures is of particular interest 

fig 11
Bamburgh Castle: the proposed building partly revealed under excavation, facing north-west. 

Traces of charcoal and ash can be seen spilling out through the gap in the SW side. 
Photograph J Castling. © Bamburgh Research Project.

16 Loveluck 1998, 152.
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in advancing our understanding of how early medieval high-status sites were organised 
spatially, in addition to informing our appreciation of how production of goods for the 
consumption of the ruling class fits into early medieval society.

SCOTLAND

ABERDEENSHIRE

SYMBOL STONES IN CONTEXT: EXCAVATIONS AT RHYNIE, AN UNDOCUMENTED 
PICTISH POWER CENTRE OF THE 6TH–7TH CENTURIES AD?

Gordon Noble (Archaeology, School of Geosciences, University of Aberdeen) and Meggen Gondek 
(Dept of History and Archaeology, University of Chester)

205. rhynie, the craw stane (NJ 49749 26345). In April 2011, a phase of evaluative 
excavation was carried out at Rhynie, the location of a Pictish Class I symbol stone and 
findspot of two further early medieval carved stones. Previous aerial and geophysical sur-
vey revealed that the Class I symbol stone, the Craw Stane (Fig 12), stood in association 
with a series of cropmark enclosures.17 Our excavations represent the first modern 
research excavation carried out around an in-situ Class I Pictish symbol stone and 
revealed exceptional evidence regarding the context of the symbol stones here.

The 2011 excavations

The evaluation trench at Rhynie encompassed four enclosure boundaries identified from 
surveys: geophysics around the Craw Stane had confirmed the presence of the enclosure 
features visible on aerial photographs, revealed several new features and also indicated 
that many of the features showed evidence of substantial burning, providing opportunities 
for datable deposits.18 During the excavation, permission was granted from Historic 
Scotland to extend the evaluative trench to the base of the Craw Stane (Fig 13). 

Four separate lines of enclosure surround the site of the Craw Stane and enclose 
the end of the sand-and-gravel ridge upon which the symbol stone stands. The complex 
overlooks the Waters of Bogie and the ridge dramatically slopes to the north and 

17 Gondek and Noble 2010.
18 Ibid.

fig. 12
Rhynie: close-up of 
symbols on the Craw 
Stane. Photograph © Rhynie 
Environs Archaeological Project.
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east down to the river. The site is located at a distinct narrowing of the valley near to a 
traditional route through Strathbogie. 

Excavation recognised enclosure features comprising an inner ditch, an outer ditch, 
a setting of large postholes and a palisade trench (Fig 14). The two enclosure ditches 
consisted of substantial cuts into the sand subsoil; these may have had internal banks. The 
outer ditch (4 m wide, 1.1 m deep) contained an upper fill with evidence for a substantial 
destruction layer consisting of burnt deposits, quarried stone and fragments of pottery, 
metalwork, glass and animal bone. The outer enclosures consisted of a post setting and 
exterior palisade. The palisade trench was one of the most impressive features on site, 
almost 1.4 m deep, suggesting it supported a very substantial timber superstructure. 
On its interior side, the post setting formed a regular line around 2 m from the edge of 
the palisade. Inside the enclosures lay a ring-ditch structure comprising a crescentic cut 
feature containing heavily burnt deposits. A four-post setting on the S side of the ring ditch 
is likely to be related, forming a circular or sub-rectangular structure. By the Craw Stane 
itself, a series of beam slots and postholes, post settings and a significant destruction layer 
suggests a major timber building or series of timber structures erected near the symbol 
stone. A large pit, cut by one of the beam slots and some 3.3 m across, could be the 
remains of the storage cellar of an earlier building in this area.

The finds

The finds from the site are exceptional for any early medieval site, but particularly one 
in E Britain. The majority of finds came from the destruction level in the outer ditch. 
Preliminary examination and consultation on the diagnostic finds identified two types of 
imported 6th-century Mediterranean amphora (LR1 and LR2, also known as B ware), 
which are extremely rare in N Britain and hitherto unknown in E Britain (Fig 15).19 
Indeed, their use at Rhynie marks the furthest known N and E point of distribution and 
the first such finds from Pictland. Additionally, a small sherd of clear glass with white trails 
has been identified as a piece of imported continental 6th/7th-century vessel glass.20 
Preliminary examination of the bronze pins and amber beads has meanwhile identified 
these items as comparable to material found in 6th- and 7th-century Anglo-Saxon 
contexts. From the area of beam slots and post settings (the potential timber building) by 

19 Campbell 2007, fig 13, 18–24.
20 E Campbell, pers comm; Campbell 2007, fig 45, 64–9.

fig 14
Working shot of Craw Stane 
excavations showing traces 
of possible buildings in 
foreground. 
Photograph © Rhynie Environs 
Archaeological Project.
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the Craw Stane, a spindle whorl was recovered from a sondage through the destruction 
deposits. 

Discussion

The nature of the finds from the outer ditched enclosure shows that the presumably 
fortified settlement site at Rhynie is of the highest status and akin to documented royal 
sites in Scotland such as Dunadd, Dumbarton and Dundurn.21 The palisade and post 
setting are provisionally interpreted as the front and back vertical elements of a timber-
built box rampart.22 Palisades are a known element of other early historic nuclear 
forts such as Alt Clut and Dundurn, Perthshire, but not generally known from lowland 
contexts.23 Beyond Pictland, the Great Enclosure at Yeavering and palisade at Doon Hill, 
both Anglian centres of the 6th–7th centuries ad, may provide further potential parallels.24 
However, no direct dating for the palisade and post setting was obtained and radiocarbon 
dating for full clarification of the chronology of this feature is pending.

It is uncertain if all of the enclosure boundaries are contemporary, but aerial 
photographs show how these closely respect each other, suggesting that they were built 
in relation to one another. The outer palisade measures c 60 m NE–SW × 50 m NW–SE, 
creating a substantial enclosed area. The only clear dating evidence for the enclosures so 
far is the assemblage of finds in the uppermost fill of the recut of the outer ditch, which 
was filled with destruction material at some point during the 6th and 7th centuries. The 
inner ditch may have been backfilled by the time the beam slots and timber settings of 
the putative building(s) by the Craw Stane were built. The beam slots identified near the 
Craw Stane in particular suggest a massive timber structure or hall formerly stood here, 
although deposits in this area were not substantially sampled during this phase of evalua-
tive excavation. Large timber halls — normally recognised initially through aerial photog-
raphy — are not unknown in Scotland; however, their date can range from the Neolithic 
to the early and later medieval period. In the cropmark record, a circular palisade with 
internal ring of large posts with a clear, large timber hall in the centre at Monboddo, 
Aberdeenshire (NO 7435 7873), may provide a close, albeit undated, parallel (Canmore 

fig 15
Rhynie: late Roman imported 
Mediterranean amphora handle 
of the 6th century. Photograph by 
W Ritchie, University of Aberdeen. 
© Rhynie Environs Archaeological 
Project.

21 Alcock and Alcock 1991; Alcock et al 1990.
22 Ralston 2006, 47–48.
23 Alcock and Alcock 1991; Alcock et al 1990.
24 Hope-Taylor 1977, 1980; Reynolds 1980.
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ID 36474; NO77NW 43). In S Scotland, Anglian halls, at Whithorn and Lockerbie,25 both 
Dumfries and Galloway, and Doon Hill, East Lothian26 are also noteworthy, Doon Hill 
in particular featuring a timber hall set within a polygonal palisaded enclosure of similar 
dimensions to the palisaded enclosure at Rhynie. Doon Hill is thought to date from the 
7th century.27 The presence of a potential early medieval timber hall associated with a 
large Pictish power centre and such high-status material culture, combined with a direct 
association to the Craw Stane and likely association with two other symbol stones found 
nearby, makes further investigation at Rhynie, particularly of the building area, very 
important.

The exceptional finds of imported Mediterranean amphorae, the northern- and 
easternmost finds in Britain, the metalwork and the site morphology, indeed provide 
exceptional opportunities for exploring the relationship between this area of Pictland and 
other major emerging kingdoms of Britain in the 6th–7th centuries ad. The excavations 
at Rhynie also show the great potential of archaeological approaches to early medieval 
carved stones in NW Europe. 

The 2011 excavations were sponsored by the University of Aberdeen, University of 
Chester, The Carnegie Trust for the Universities of Scotland, the Society of Antiquaries 
of Scotland and the Society of Antiquaries (London). Historic Scotland funded additional 
radiocarbon dates.

ORKNEY

A VIKING-AGE SETTLEMENT UNDER WINDBLOWN SAND

David Griffiths and Jane Harrison (University of Oxford)

241. bay of skaill (HY 2365 1962). The Birsay-Skaill Landscape Archaeology Project 
(Oxford University), led by David Griffiths, began in 2003 and is aimed at building a 
landscape context for multi-period sites at Birsay Bay, Marwick Bay and the Bay of Skaill 
on Orkney’s West Mainland.28 These bays are seriously affected by coastal erosion and 
exposures include well-known, and in some cases extensively excavated, prehistoric and 
early historic sites, notably on the S edge of the Point of Buckquoy and Brough of Birsay, 
and Skara Brae. Using extensive geophysical and topographic survey, the Project has 
explored areas surrounding the known sites, identifying new concentrations of archaeo-
logical potential away from the shoreline, and using targeted excavation to characterise 
and sample some of the deposits revealed by survey. Two landscape zones in particular 
are affected by significant spreads of wind-blown sand: Birsay Links west and south of 
the Palace Village at Birsay, and the Links of Skaill surrounding the bay frontage and 
hinterland of the Bay of Skaill. The Project has used various types of geophysics and test 
excavation to characterise deposits beneath the sand overburdens.

Fieldwork at Birsay has concentrated on using geophysics to establish fresh con-
textual information surrounding sites and structures observed by, among others Morris 
et al in the 1970s to early 1980s.29 At Marwick Bay, an eroding settlement mound on the 
foreshore was recorded and sample-excavated in 2009, and a scheduled chapel and mound 
site immediately inland were surveyed. At the Bay of Skaill, initial survey in 2003, and 
further survey and excavations in 2004–8 were concentrated on the N bay environs, 
outwith the WHS buffer zone surrounding Skara Brae.30 This is an area of considerable 

25 Kirkby 2011.
26 Reynolds 1980.
27 Hope-Taylor 1980.
28 The Project has been funded by Historic Scotland, Orkney Islands Council and Oxford University. Project 

website: <www.conted.ox.ac.uk/research/projects/birsay-skaill>
29 Morris 1989, 1996 and forthcoming.
30 Griffiths 2006; Downes et al 2005, 27.
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archaeological potential, yet due to the blanketing effects of centuries of wind-blown 
sand deposition (now grassed over to form rough grazing land), very few systematic 
archaeological observations had been made. Several large sandy mounds are discernable 
topographically, lying across the northerly hinterland of the bay along the line of a stream 
or burn, separated by between 25 and 100 m of low-lying grassland. Fieldwork has estab-
lished that there are five such mound sites in this area (excluding Broch of Verron, 
HY21NW22). The largest of these has an historic name: ‘Snusgar’, probably from ON 
Snus or Snoos (‘prominent’) with garðr (‘dwelling’ or ‘enclosure’). The name was, however, 
first recorded relatively late — in the Old Statistical Account of 1795, when masonry exposed 
in its flank was (perhaps fancifully) described as the ‘Castle of Snusgar’.31 St Peter’s Kirk 
(formerly the parish church of Sandwick) stands prominently nearby on the N side of 
the bay, somewhat isolated from modern inhabitations. The current building dates from 
1836 but its predecessor probably had late-medieval, and possibly early medieval origins. 
The 1858 Skaill Viking Hoard, the largest Viking-period silver hoard from Scotland, was 
discovered in sandy rabbit burrows somewhere in this area, although the precise location 
was not recorded at the time.32 A hypothesis which the Project has sought to elucidate 
is that the presence of the kirk, the mounds and the hoard, together imply that the N side 
of the Bay of Skaill represents a significant central place in the early historic period. 
Climate change in the later medieval period, and increased mobility and deposition of 
wind-blown sand, are possible reasons why the area declined and is largely depopulated 
today. 

Excavations at the Bay of Skaill

Gradiometry showed a dense concentration of magnetic anomalies in the ‘Snusgar’ mound 
and its four neighbouring mounds. The Snusgar mound was the first target for excavation 
in 2004–06; this exercise showed a large structure with 1.5 m thick double-faced walls 
(now very fragmentary and robbed-out) that had once existed on top, and also that the 
structure of the mound itself was composed of a series of layers of midden (organic debris) 
and ash, contained by flat spreads of stone. Their pinkish-grey deposits contained numer-
ous Viking-period finds of bone pins, comb fragments, steatite vessels and other artefacts, 
worked stone, and iron objects. Radiocarbon dating of carbonised grain by SUERC shows 
these layers were created relatively rapidly in the period ad 900–1050. A cormorant bone 
from a layer much lower down inside the mound produced a calibrated date of ad 700.

The 2010 excavation area was originally opened as a small test-trench in 2005 on a 
large sand mound termed the ‘East Mound’, 100 m to the east of ‘Snusgar’, revealing 
Viking- and Norse-period middens stratified over a well-preserved stone building with 
in-situ orthostatic internal divisions or ‘furniture’. Excavation continued in 2006–8 and 
was extended in 2010. A coherent complex of stone walls has now been revealed standing 
up to 1.2 m high with clearly defined internal and external areas, stone-flagged and com-
pacted clay floors, yards and entrances. Outside, to the south-east, were rich, deep midden 
deposits. Underlying these were a drain system and an earlier phase of stone buildings of 
less rectilinear, more curvilinear plans, perhaps dating from the early or even the pre-
Viking period (radiocarbon dates pending). External to the buildings exposed in 2005–8 
(now themselves viewed as outbuildings) was a square ‘yard’ area to the south-west which 
was heavily burnt and contained very large quantities of metalworking waste, vitrified 
ferrous slag and hammerscale, with a small crucible and a blob of silver indicating 
non-ferrous metalworking. This was fully excavated in 2010, revealing a series of four 
well-preserved bowl hearths separated by laminated clay floors, and producing large 
amounts of ferrous and some non-ferrous metalworking residues. Radiocarbon dates 
taken in 2008 indicate that the upper fills of the metalworking features contain charred 
material from around c ad 1000.

31 OSA 1795.
32 Graham-Campbell 1995. 
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In 2008 the central section of a large longhouse, with walls standing over a metre 
tall, was exposed immediately to the north of the smaller buildings excavated in 2005–7: 
connected to them by a staircase and flagged yard. In 2008 the central section of the 
longhouse was exposed, divided laterally into two zones by a transverse stub wall, with a 
stone-flagged entrance area, a drain and central walkway to the east, and box benches 
and hearth deposits to the west. There was strong evidence for spatial zoning in the char-
acter of deposits and the stub wall indicated the division between animal and domestic 
occupation. The longhouse was almost fully exposed in 2010 with only a small part of the 
interior within the W end remaining wholly unexcavated between two trenches (Fig 16). 
Both ends of the building were identified, confirming it as 23.6 m long and 4.5 m wide 
(max), with intact stone side-benches, laminated ash-and-clay floors and hearths, sunken 
stone-lined box-pits, and symmetrically sited postholes.33 The building was constructed in 
at least three phases (to be confirmed by further post-excavation and dating), beginning 
with a simple bow-sided longhouse, later extended east to create the byre/working area 
(when the stub wall was probably built), and to the west with a substantial rectilinear 
longhouse-style extension to the living area, on a slightly tangential angle to the main axis 
(Fig 17). The W extension was constructed with wider side-benches and cooking hearths 
in a central kerbed zone. The internal entrance passage between the dwelling area and 
byre is well-preserved with a flagged floor and the lower door socket in situ. 

33 Griffiths and Harrison 2011.

fig 16
Bay of Skaill: 2010 excavation from the air, east at top. Photograph © University of Oxford.
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A wide range of Viking-/Norse-period finds have been retrieved from occupation 
deposits and middens, consisting of polished bone pins, a glass linen smoother (Fig 18), a 
Hiberno-Norse ringed pin (Fig 19), blue glass, polychrome and amber beads, polished 
whetstones, antler combs and comb fragments, and large numbers of iron objects 
including keys, ties, nails, knives, hammers and rivets, iron slag and non-ferrous slag. An 
assemblage of worked steatite contains both Norwegian and Shetland-sourced material. 
There was also a widespread scatter of coloured glazed ceramics (reddish orange with red 
appliqué dots) and gritty unglazed sherds — these are from post-occupation deposits and 
may coincide with the latest use of the site, possibly in the 12th or 13th centuries. All 
registered finds, soil chemical, micromorphological and ecofact samples were 3-D plotted, 
offering good potential for spatial and zonal analysis. Stratigraphic analysis, phasing and 
further radiocarbon dating are underway. The finds are being conserved on behalf of 
Historic Scotland by AOC Conservation Services, Edinburgh. 

fig 17
Bay of Skaill: schematic site 
plan, north at top. Drawing 
© University of Oxford.

fig 18
Bay of Skaill: black glass linen smoother. 
Photograph © University of Oxford.
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Animal bone preservation was good. Cattle, sheep and horse bones are well repre-
sented, but dog, seal, whale and red deer bones were also found. There seems to have 
been a consistent form of seabird exploitation, as a series of similarly fractured gannet 
humeri have been found. Gadids (the cod family) dominate the fishbone assemblage 
although not exclusively, and there are numerous deposits of limpet and periwinkle shells. 
The archaeobotanical evidence includes substantial and well-preserved quantities of 
carbonised grain, mainly barley, but also flax and oats. Burnt seaweed is found alongside 
hazel, willow, turf and peat as fuel, with the short-lived woods concentrated as charcoal 
in a walled metalworking area on the SW periphery of the building complex. Archaeo-
zoological evidence is being studied by I Mainland of Orkney College, fish remains by 
R Nicholson of Oxford Archaeology, and archaeobotanical evidence by D Alldritt, 
Archaeobotanical Services Glasgow.

Finds and a coherent group of 41 radiocarbon dates have provided a Viking-/late 
Norse-period date for the main occupation phases of the longhouse and its ancillary 
buildings between shortly before ad 1000 to around 1200 — a range supplemented by a 
series of OSL samples processed at the Research Laboratory for Archaeology, Oxford 
University. OSL also provided a date taken from the mid-section of the 1.5–2 m deep 
sand overburden, which seems to have filled the building complex and almost completely 
buried it by the 15th century. 

Wider implications of the results

The 2010 season provided a definitive account of deposits and structures in the East 
Mound which made the results of previous seasons of excavation and survey there vastly 
more meaningful. There now exists in the project record a compendium of structural, 
artefactual and environmental detail on the development of early historic landscape and 
settlement in the coastal margins of the Bay of Skaill, which promises to cast fresh and 
significant light on previous discoveries during further analysis. The decline and cessation 
of domestic activity in relation to the influx of wind-blown sand in the Middle Ages is a 

fig 19
Bay of Skaill: Hiberno-Norse ringed pin 
(upper); antler comb fragments and 
biconical blue glass bead (centre); 
ceramic spindle whorl and Norwegian 
steatite bowl sherd (lower). Photograph 
© University of Oxford.
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significant theme. Close comparisons in building form, material culture and chronology 
may be made to excavated structures from other major N Atlantic Norse settlements, 
eg Jarlshof (Shetland), Skaill, Deerness, and Pool, Sanday (Orkney) and Bornais and Cille 
Pheadair (S Uist, Western Isles).34 Abandonment due to sand inundation is noted at 
several of these. The longhouse at the Bay of Skaill was apparently the residence of a head 
farm, manufacturing metals and exploiting the terrestrial and marine environments 
in roughly equal measure. The neighbouring mound of Snusgar also had a significant 
contemporary settlement imprint, albeit less well preserved in archaeological terms. The 
presence of the kirk and possibly the hoard, hint at the earlier presence of an estate centre, 
and the Skáli name, which is the origin of Skaill (ON, probably denoting a drinking hall 
or chiefly residence), may well be associated with one or all of these structures. 

WALES

PEMBROKESHIRE

NEVERN CASTLE: SEARCHING FOR THE FIRST MASONRY CASTLE IN WALES

Chris Caple (Department of Archaeology, University of Durham) 

256. nevern castle (SN 082 401). An initial survey of Nevern Castle — Castell 
Nanhyfer — together with observations on the history and visible archaeological features 
on the site was published by King and Perks in Archaeologia Cambrensis in 1950–51. The site 
has subsequently been protected through scheduled ancient monument status and through 
purchase by the Nevern Community Council in the early 1980s. The desire to research 
and develop the site led to the recent establishment of a partnership between the Nevern 
Community Council, the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park and Durham University 
Department of Archaeology. This partnership, led by Phil Bennett and Chris Caple, 
secured SCIF funding from the Welsh Assembly, administered through Cadw, in 2009, 
which has helped fund, conserve and develop the site for visitors. Following an initial 
geophysical survey, there have been four seasons of excavation. Information on the initial 
excavations has been published and is available from the websites.35 While a substantial 
report on the initial four seasons of excavation is currently in preparation for Archaeologia 
Cambrensis, this paper flags the key results from the 2009–10 seasons. 

Historical background and context 

Historical records suggest that the castle was the 11th-century llys of the local Welsh prince 
(tywysog), Cuhelyn, prior to its capture by Robert FitzMartin during the Norman conquest 
of Pembrokeshire in ad 1108–10. FitzMartin created Nevern as the caput for his barony 
of Cemais, formed from the Welsh cantref of the same name, and the large motte on this 
site is almost certainly part of the castle he established. The bailey was also probably part 
of his castle, though it may have additionally protected the borough of 18 burgage plots 
which he established.36

After the Anglo-Norman defeat by Welsh forces at Crug Mawr (1136) it is uncertain 
who controlled N Pembrokeshire. There are no documents issued by FitzMartin from 
Nevern in this period and where there is reference to conflict in the Brut-y-Tywysogyon, 
eg Wiston in 1147, it is normally in S Pembrokeshire or Carmarthenshire. From 1156 the 
principal Welsh leader in W Wales was the Rhys ap Gruffudd (the Lord Rhys), and while 
the Brut-y-Tywysogyon suggests that he returned conquered lands (which could include 

34 Hamilton 1956; Buteux 1997; Hunter et al 2007; Parker Pearson et al 2004; Sharples 2005.
35 Caple 2009; Caple and Davies 2008; <www.dur.ac.uk/archaeology/research/projects/?mode=project&id=405; www.

neverncastle.com; www.cambria.org.uk/nevern/neverndigdiary.html>
36 Miles 1998, 26.
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Nevern) to Anglo-Norman control in 1158, he recaptured these Anglo-Norman landhold-
ings in 1165. It appears likely that he held Nevern in the 1160s since William FitzMartin, 
Robert’s son, married Angharad, the Lord Rhys’ daughter, in the 1170s, presumably 
to regain control of Cemais. This marriage was probably arranged in 1171 when the Lord 
Rhys reached agreement with Henry II by which he was allowed to retain his ancestral 
lands of Deheubarth, but returned other lands to their Norman lords, and he then 
became the king’s Justiciar in W Wales. 

In March 1188 Giraldus Cambrensis and Archbishop Baldwin passed through this 
area, raising men for the forthcoming crusade. Archbishop Baldwin probably spent the 
night of Monday March 28th at Nevern (Llanhyver) castle, before he and Giraldus went 
on, via St Dogmael’s Abbey to meet the Lord Rhys on the bridge over the river Teifi.37 
Since they would normally meet a lord at the start of his lands and he would accompany 
them through his estate, this should indicate that William FitzMartin controlled Cemais 
at this date. In 1191 the Lord Rhys captured Nevern Castle from his son-in-law — an act 
almost certainly precipitated by the departure of William FitzMartin on crusade with King 
Richard.38 Such actions would explain the fury of Giraldus Cambrensis at the Lord Rhys, 
who had sworn ‘a whole series of oaths, which he had sworn in person on the most 
precious of relics to the effect that William should be left in all peace and security in his 
castle’.39 Control of the castle then swapped back and forth between the Lord Rhys and 
three of his sons (Gruffudd, Maelgwyn and Hywel Sais), though for a period in 1194 the 
Lord Rhys was held prisoner in Nevern Castle by them. Lord Rhys was subsequently 
released when Hywel Sais took the castle, but he died in 1197 and by 1204 Anglo-Norman 
forces had recaptured N Pembrokeshire, including Nevern. The Annales Cambriae record 
that in 1195 Hywel Sais deliberately destroyed Nevern Castle40 to prevent it falling into 
Anglo-Norman hands.41 Nevern Castle does not appear in any written records after this 
date; most probably, a new castle and borough were instead established in Newport 
c 1204.42 

Interestingly, the Lord Rhys is the first Welsh prince recorded as building with stone 
and mortar. He did so at his castle of Cardigan in 1171, though the extent and nature of 
this construction are unknown. As the dominant Welsh leader in S Wales from 1156 to 
1197, it is likely the tradition of Welsh masonry castle building, which is seen in later 
castles, such as Dolwyddelan and Dolbadarn built by the princes of Gwynedd, started 
with him in Deheubarth (W Wales). To date, none of his masonry castles has ever been 
excavated and archaeological work suggests that few, if any, traces of 12th-century work 
remain at the Lord Rhys’s principal castles of Dinefwr or Cardigan — both witnessing 
extensive later building work. Effectively, Nevern, destroyed in 1195, might well provide 
the first physical remains associated with the life of the Lord Rhys. 

Location and setting

Nevern Castle is an earthwork with traces of masonry walls and deep rock-cut ditches, on 
a spur formed by the gorge of the stream, the Gamman, on the N side of the valley of 
the river Nyfer. It overlooks the church of St Brynach and its associated churchyard, 
containing several early Christian inscribed stones. Once the centre of the cantref and 
medieval lordship of Cemais, it lies less than 2 miles west of the present-day town and 
later lordship caput of Newport. The site comprises a large ditched and ramparted enclo-
sure or bailey, its massive defences cutting off the end of the spur in a manner reminiscent 
of an Iron-Age or early medieval promontory fort. The defences are doubled on the N 

37 Thorpe 1978, 34.
38 Bruce-Copplestone Crow, pers comm.
39 Trans by Thorpe 1978, 171.
40 Remfry 2007, 99.
41 Turvey 1997; King and Perks 1950/51.
42 Murphy 1994.
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side, from which it is now approached, the inner rampart being lower here than to the 
west. Overlying the NW angle of the ramparts is a substantial 8 m-high motte. The S and 
E sides are defended by precipitous slopes plunging down to Afon Gamman. A substantial 
rock-cut ditch (6–8 m wide and deep) cuts off the E tip of the site; this ‘Inner Castle’ has 
remnants of earth- or clay-bonded slate wall present on all sides. The castle looks out over 
the valley of the river Nefyr and faces Mynydd Preseli to the south; the original road from 
St Davids to Cardigan crosses the Nefyr just below the castle. 

Excavations (Figs 20–21)

To date, no evidence of any prehistoric or early medieval activity has been recovered at 
Nevern Castle. A cross-section through the outer N bank (Trench D) indicates that this 
bank was built on top of early 12th-century occupation debris. Thus all the visible and 
excavated features of the castle are of 12th-century date. Two major phases of activity 
have been identified: 

(i) Early 12th century (site phase 4)
In the early 12th century, an earth-and-timber castle was established, with the construc-
tion of the motte and adjoining banks and ditches on the N and W sides cutting off this 
pro montory overlooking the river valley. The banks were formed from the natural clay 
and slate/shale bedrock, recovered during excavation of the ditches. On the S edge of the 
site traces of a smaller, shallower bank and ditch (Trench BB) have been uncovered 

fig 20
Nevern Castle: aerial view of the 2009 excavations at Nevern Castle, with trenches A (bottom centre) and B 

(upper centre) under excavation. The banks, ditches and motte are hidden beneath the tree cover. 
Photograph © RCAHMW.
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beneath later 12th-century buildings. On top of the motte (Trench F) evidence for a large 
four-post structure, a watch-tower probably similar to that on the motte at Abinger, has 
been recovered. Behind the N bank (Trench A) traces of wooden buildings are evident 
— initially a post-built structure, subsequently a beam-based structure was erected. These 
building traces were overlain by late 12th-century occupation debris. On the S side of the 
site (Trench B) a number of stakeholes indicated activity of unclear character. On the west 
(Trench N), the slate of the W bank had slumped into the interior of the site and became 
compacted through use; a pit had been cut down through the slate, presumably to 
recover clay subsoil. Similar pits were unearthed in Trenches A and B. A series of shallow 
postholes cut down through the compacted slate surfaces behind the W rampart and 
signify at least one wooden-framed building. In the area between the inner and outer N 
banks (Trench DD), a sunken roadway was uncovered; this probably formed the main 
access into the castle in this period and required visitors to walk around the E end of 
the outer N bank, and then up between the banks to enter the castle through a gateway 
between the motte and the inner N bank. On the top of the outer N bank (Trench D) 
post- and stakeholes for a series of wooden palisades were traced. In the east (Trench P), 
a shallow bank and ditch may have cut off part of the site from the rest of the castle, 
forming an Inner Castle. All these features appear to be part of the earth-and-timber 
castle of William FitzMartin created between 1108 and 1136. Thus far there have been 
few finds from this phase. 

(ii) Early to mid-12th century (site phase 5)
The silting up of the roadway between the N banks suggests a period of decline or even 
abandonment of the castle after this initial phase of occupation.

fig 21
Nevern Castle: 
plan of the initial 
four seasons of 
excavations. 
Drawing 
© Chris Caple.
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(iii) Mid- to late 12th century (site phases 6 and 7)
Subsequently, however, there was a substantial rebuilding of the castle in stone, using 
local slate mortared together with the local clay subsoil; no lime mortar was evident. 
On top of the motte (Trench F) the wooden watch-tower was demolished, the postholes 
filled in, and a 9 m-diameter round tower with straight sides was constructed. The tower 
was at least two storeys high with a first-floor entrance since there was no ground-floor 
entrance. Evidence for an internal wooden floor, sound- and fire-proofed with a clay 
covering similar to that found at Dryslwyn,43 was recovered. 

Following a period of occupation, the round tower, along with the rest of the castle, 
was destroyed. On the top of the outer N bank (Trench D), some evidence for stone 
walling, perhaps a thin stone wall protecting the outside of the wooden palisade, is starting 
to emerge, but wooden defences probably still persisted alongside stone towers in the late 
12th century in this area at least. On the E side (Trenches P and G), a substantial rock-cut 
ditch replaced the shallow, earlier one, creating much stronger defences for the Inner 
Castle, which was also given a curtain wall and a substantial square tower overlooking the 
ditch (Figs 22–23). Unusually, the SE corner of this tower was given a rounded corner, 
probably because this would be a stronger construction form when working in slate 
seated in clay. No other 12th-century Anglo-Norman ‘square’ tower with one or more 

43 Caple 2007, 155.

fig 22
Nevern Castle: Area P — part of the courtyard of the Inner Castle, with the still largely unexcavated square 
tower (G) behind. Traces of burning from the 1195 destruction are just visible on the ephemeral courtyard 

surface while the walls forming the platform on which the square tower is built (facing) and the Inner Castle 
curtain wall (right) exemplify the well-faced slate-and-clay mortar construction of the late 12th-century castle. 

Photograph © Chris Caple.
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rounded corners is known. The tower was constructed on a platform (wall P31); beyond 
lay an open courtyard (Trench P). The location of the wooden bridge over the rock-cut 
ditch giving access to the Inner Castle is yet to be determined.

On the S side of the castle, overlooking the steep slope down to the valley and 
overlying the earlier defences, a series of substantial stone buildings were constructed. To 
date at least three ‘South Range’ buildings have been partially uncovered (Fig 24). The 
central one (SRB1) at 22 × 8 m appears to be a large hall, whose entrance in the E side 
(door case and doorway) was composed of accurately squared gritstone blocks, secured 
with clay subsoil. Similar construction occurs in the W entrance of the SRB2 (10 × 
6.5 m) where the door case and the slate walling were formed in a single construction 
phase. This building is tentatively described as a solar. The stonecutting work is undoubt-
edly associated with Anglo-Norman craftsmen. Since the slate-and-clay wall building is 
a traditional Welsh construction form, used into the 19th century, these buildings seem 
to show a fusion of Anglo-Norman and Welsh building traditions. There is evidence of 
phases of rebuilding and occupation at the E end of the hall (SRB2). 

At the W end of the site (Trench N), fragmentary remains of slate surfaces, badly 
damaged by later ploughing, were found on top of 12th-century occupation earth, which 
overlay the earlier building traces. Finds suggest domestic, craft or industrial activity 
occurred in this area but it was not possible to reconstruct any building forms. The 
entrance into the late 12th-century castle has yet to be uncovered.

There was considerable evidence of destruction of this castle, with burning present 
in the round tower, square tower and the ‘South Range’ buildings; this should equate to 
the historically attested destruction of the castle by Hywel Sais in 1195. Most of the finds 
(including two Nine Men’s Morris boards, scratched onto pieces of slate, together with 
some slate counters) come from this destruction phase; such remains give the impression 
of a hastily abandoned castle. 

fig 23
Nevern Castle: plan of the Inner Castle. 
Drawing © Chris Caple.
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(iv) Post-12th century (site phases 8 and 9)
Subsequent agricultural activity saw ploughing cutting through and removing the archae-
ological layers from the centre of the site, only leaving intact archaeology on its N and S 
sides; a slate drain was also cut into the ditch between the N banks.

Discussion

The complete rebuilding of the castle in Phase 6 would have taken a considerable amount 
of time and money, but it significantly increased the defensive capabilities of the castle and 
the stone buildings at the top of the S slope were deliberately sited to make them visible 
to all those travelling up the valley from St David’s to Cardigan, so displaying the power 
and wealth of the lord of Cemais. As Robert FitzMartin probably died, in his 80s, in the 
late 1150s it seems unlikely that he involved himself in a substantial castle-building project 
at this time; his son William was still very young, probably a ward of Henry II, and thus 
also not in a position to do so. From 1165 the Lord Rhys appears again in control of the 
area and it is possible he constructed this castle on a site now in his ownership. The most 
likely period of construction is the early 1170s when, as noted, William FitzMartin married 
the Lord Rhys’ daughter. Following this settlement the Lord Rhys’ building works in stone 
at Cardigan Castle indicate a period of stability. Once William FitzMartin had come of 
age and started to control his lands he would doubtless have wished to impress his new 
bride and her powerful father — potentially through rebuilding the castle of Nevern in 
stone, thereby creating a major landmark on a territory which his father had initially 
conquered 60 years earlier. 

fig 24
Nevern Castle: plan of buildings in the S part of the Bailey. Drawing © Chris Caple.
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